WINE and BEVERAGE LIST

Gourmet Traveller Wine List of The Year: 3 Glasses
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National Good Food Guide: One Hat– One Glass since 2014

Wine Enthusiasts and Custodians of all things vinous

Looking back, the journey began long ago on the other side of the earth.
As an expat living in London, something about the treasure trove of international vinous offerings
available seemingly at every corner ‘off-license’, expanded my somewhat shielded ‘Californian’
experience of wine.
An intense fascination was sparked, and consequently a need to learn about
and taste wines from all over the planet – all the while marvelling in the diversity,
complexity as well as the sheer power of a living liquid in a bottle
being able to evoke such a sense of place and time.
Not to mention the sheer olfactory and palate delight and wonder to be had when enjoying wine,
whether it be on its own or matched with some morsel of match made in heaven!
This list is constantly evolving, as is our journey of discovery in wine.
Nothing, besides drinking the stuff, brings us more joy than talking about it –
so please feel free to chat about wine in any way, shape or form….
All our wines are carefully curated and respectfully handled for your enjoyment by our team
and within our fastidious cellar environments.
Please don’t hesitate to ask if you would like something “off-list”
as the cellar certainly may have some hidden treasures……

Yours in Wine
Lou Perri, The Owner
Tom Riedl, The Sommelier
Robert Francis, The Boss
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BY THE GLASS – SPARKLING, WHITE & ROSE
BY THE GLASS- RED
375ML CHAMPAGNE (HALF BOTTLES)
375ML WHITE (HALF BOTTLES)
375ML RED (HALF BOTTLES)
BIG BOTTLES FOR BIG GATHERINGS
CHAMPAGNE
SPARKLING
RIESLING - AUSTRALIA
RIESLING- FRANCE
RIESLING- GERMANY
SAUVIGNON BLANC
SEMILLON
CHENIN BLANC
PINOT GRIS & GRIGIO
INTERESTING WHITE VARIETALS & BLENDS WORTH A LOOK
ROSE
CHARDONNAY- AUSTRALIA
CHARDONNAY- NEW ZEALAND
CHARDONNAY- BURGUNDY, FRANCE
PINOT NOIR - BURGUNDY, FRANCE
PINOT NOIR - BURGUNDY, FRANCE
PINOT NOIR - AUSTRALIA
PINOT NOIR - NEW ZEALAND
PINOT NOIR - USA
NEBBIOLO- ITALY
NEBBIOLO- AUSTRALIA
INTERESTING RED VARIETALS AND BLENDS
GRENACHE AND BLENDS
SHIRAZ, SYRAH AND BLENDS -AUSTRALIA
SHIRAZ, SYRAH AND BLENDS -ROCKFORD WINES, BAROSSA VALLEY
SHIRAZ, SYRAH AND BLENDS – INTERNATIONAL
CABERNET SAUVIGNON- AUSTRALIA
CABERNET, MERLOT AND BLENDS- AUSTRALIA
CABERNET, MERLOT AND BLENDS- ITALY AND FRANCE
CABERNET, MERLOT AND BLENDS - BORDEAUX
DESSERT WINES
FORTIFIED
WATER, SOFT DRINKS AND TONICS
BEER
COCKTAILS
GIN
VODKA
RUM
WHISKEY
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A GLASS of wine DISPENSED UNDER CORAVIN
Put simply, a thin, hollow needle slides through the foil and cork into the bottle . The bottle is then pressurised with argon (a harmless gas
sans odor and taste), which pushes wine back out through the needle and into your glass without letting any oxygen into the bottle. Once the
needle is removed, argon is left in its place (hence no oxidation), the cork reseals itself and the remaining wine continues to naturally age as if it
was never touched. We are delighted to offer these fabulous wines by the glass for your enjoyment

BY THE GLASS – SPARKLING, WHITE & ROSE
Sparkling
NV Jansz – Premium Cuvee Brut

(Pipers River, TAS)

13

The wine displays intense citrus, stone fruit, strawberry and nut flavours showing excellent texture and refinement.

Crisp & Mineral
Riesling

2018 Crawford River

(Henty, VIC)

22

Punchy and so alive. Lime, slate and spice flavours but it's the palate intensity and power that makes this riesling world class…

2018 Fritz Haag – Brauneberger Juffer Kabinett

Riesling

(Mosel, Germany)

18

Lovely peach, herb and floral aromas combined with a refreshing and precise combination of acid and sugar…wow!

Melon de Bourgogne (Loire Valley, France)

2019 De la Pepiere – Clos de Briords

17

Old-vine cuvee -this is my kind of Muscadet- textbook with everything you would expect, lemon, apple and great salinity.

2018 Guiberteau – Saumur

Chenin Blanc

(Loire Valley, France)

Sauvignon Blanc

(Loire Valley, France)

24

Layers of ripe nectarine and lemon sherbet fruit, a fleshy, open knit texture and a twist of powdery extract on the tonic finish.

2018 De Ladoucette – Comte Lafond Sancerre

25

Delicate floral notes followed by powerful mineral aromas- elegant bouquet, complex and typical of the richness of this great terroir

2018 Rockford – Local Growers

Fruit Driven
Semillon

(Barossa Valley, SA)

Sauvignon Blanc

(Marlborough, NZ)

Pinot Grigio

(Alto Adige, Italy)

14

Semillon with finesse and charm. Complex, smoky and floral aromas with a hint of butter. Drinking very well.

2019 Saint Clair

13

Passionfruit, gooseberries and citrus with grassy herbaceous notes-flavours of passionfruit, citrus, subtle herbaceous characters

2019 Tiefenbrunner – Merus

13

Unobtrusive bouquet, hints of pear and candied fruit. The strong harmonious structure emphasizes its dry full-bodied taste & round finish

2018 Novum

Rich & Full-bodied
Chardonnay

(Marlborough, NZ)

21

White stonefruits and citrus fruits, fresh, steely minerals, creamy barrel-ferment and nutty oak that emerge to provide complexing interest

2016 Vasse Felix – Heytesbury

Chardonnay

(Margaret River, WA)

37

Grace and power, complex flavour, matchsticky, grapefruity, steeliness, pulp and creamy,…..just a fabulous wine.

2018 Tolpuddle

Chardonnay

(Coal River, TAS)

33

A marvellous wine of great delicacy allied to great intensity. Creamy yeast lees aromas; fine, subtle citrus fruit scents. The palate is precise and
focused, seamless and harmonious- 100% malolactic

Rose
2018 Domaine Tempier

(Bandol, France)

22

An intense fruit and floral nose make this an attractive rosé. The palate is rounded and full with fruity aromas of peach and pomegranate,
followed by delicate spice notes and a pleasant freshness created by acidic balance.
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BY THE GLASS- RED

Light & Elegant
2018 Pietradolce – Etna Rosso

Nerello Mascalese

(Sicily, Italy)

17

100% Nerello Mascalese. The red fruits here are crunchy and refreshing with floral, tobacco and minerally notes, the palate fine and elegant.

2015 Dm. Collotte Fixin

Pinot Noir

(Burgundy, France)

23

Sweet summer fruits on the palate with structured fresh acidity and silky tannins which delivers a savoury complexity over time

2015 Sangreal By Farr

Pinot Noir

(Geelong, VIC)

34

One of Oldest by Farr vineyards expressing some of the most perfumed, robust and yet refined pinot noirs in Australia- not to be missed

2014 Grange Cochard – Cote du Py, Morgon Gamay Noir

(Beaujolais, France)

20

Cherry and blackberry with spice, sweet dark berry flavours with hints of star anise and violet…sweet spot on so many levels

Something in Between
2016 Mont Redon – Lirac

Grenache Blend

(Southern Rhone, France)

19

Tasty black fruits, black olive, touch of Oak. Savoury with a touch of licorice….who needs Chateauneuf du Pape?

2016 Rockford – Moppa Springs

G|S|M

(Barossa Valley, SA)

16

A fine example of southern rhone blend with aussie magic. Medium bodied , lots of dark fruit, needs some air at this point to highlight….

2018 Ventisquero – Reserva

Carmenere

(Valle de Colchagua, Chile)

15

Blackberry aromas with notes of black pepper, vanilla and soft smokey tones-herbs, incense, lavender, blackberry; easy-going, lengthy finish

2017 Isole E Olena

Chianti Classico

(Tuscany, Italy)

Syrah

(Beechworth, VIC)

21

A spicy, pure expression of Sangiovese and an authentic chianti classico. Morello dark cherry, fragrant floral aromas of violet and freshly cut
herbs.

2010 Castagna – Genesis

35

Dark berries pulse across the bouquet and palate, with fine vanillin/cedary oak, dried herbs and sweet spices. Wonderful length, primary dark
fruits and vibrant acidity endure throughout the complex finish

2018 Wirra Wirra – Woodhenge

(McLaren Vale, SA)

17

Deep crimson with a vibrant purple edge. Blackberry, plum and dark chocolate, spiced with star anise and fresh cedar. Brimming with deep and
juicy blueberry and blackberry fruits. Dense, fleshy fruits are framed beautifully by sandy tannins and rich vanillin oak.

Structure and Powerful
2006 Kilikanoon – Oracle

Shiraz

(Clare Valley, SA)

40

Nose filled with plums, violets, olive and coffee. On the palate the wine is rounded, smooth and well structured. Lots of ripe, rich plums backed
by toffee, cigar and leather. Good balance between power and elegance

2012 Rockford – Basket Press

Shiraz

(Barossa Valley, SA)

49

Big, ripe, range and solid, with smoky, meaty black cherry and coffee flavours, dried mint notes

2016 The Standish by Standish Wine Co.

(Barossa Valley, SA)

41

Inky black thing this is, almost impenetrable. Grilled meat, lavender, blueberry and blackberry, dark spices and vanilla. Full bodied, thick with
sheets of dense, compact tannin, almost a slaty feel here, well-bedded acidity, and for all the thunder, there’s something of a petrichor perfume
going on in the mouth, along with scrub herbs.

2013 Rockford – Rifle Range

Cabernet Sauvignon

Typical elegant Rockford style. Blackcurrant fruit with savoury tones expressing the grape

5

(Barossa Valley, SA)

25

375ml CHAMPAGNE (half bottles)
NV Ruinart – Blanc de Blancs

(Reims, France)

110

Smooth and rounded on the palate. Pale gold in colour, beautifully balanced warm, fruity flavor

NV Paul Bara – Grand Rose de Bouzy

Grand Cru

(Bouzy, France)

105

Finesse and delicacy whilst retaining a remarkable smoothness and it is well recognized as being of a quality level that surpasses that of the
Grande Marquee producers of Champagne without the lofty prices.

NV Pol Roger – Brut Reserve

(Epernay)

82

A floral, pastry rich Champagne, Pol Roger Brut Réserve is blended from 30 wines from different vineyards and vintages. The result is a classic
style of Champagne

375ml WHITE (half bottles)
Riesling
2018 Jim Barry – The Florita

Clare Valley, SA)

48

Delicate floral aromas of citrus blossom, rose water, lime citrus and hints of green pear. Lime citrus is dominant with elements of pear and rose
water with long lingering acidity.

2010 Trimbach – Cuvee Frederic Emile

(Alsace, France)

92

Citrus zest, fruit pit, huckleberry, and white pepper- juicy lime, tangerine, and kiwi. Crushed stone and mineral add depth to an invigoratingly
and tenaciously lingering finish

2015 Egon Muller – Scharzhofberger

Kabinett

(Mosel, Germany)

Sauvignon Blanc
Sancerre

(Loire Valley, France)

Pouilly Fume

(Loire Valley, France)

120

Gradually reveals gorgeously and beautifully integrated scents of cassis, grapefruit, pear and flowery herbs on the nose, finely spiced , oozes
freshness and elegance, zesty acidity

2018 Pascal Jolivet

50

A wine of style marked by richness, elegance and smoothness. This wine is powerful and presents a perfect balance.

2014 Pascal Jolivet

47

Vibrant yellow colour with a dry focused nose of citrus and mineral. Wine is medium in body, precise and with clean, driving acidity.

2018 Saint Clair

(Marlborough, NZ)

28

Outstanding Nose- pungent, herbal and floral with complex tropical palate. Mouth-watering acidity balanced by an elegant palate and a long
lingering finish
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Chardonnay
Chablis

2018 William Fevre

(Burgundy, France)

49

Very fresh bouquet with notes of citrus and white fleshed fruit. Fresh and supple with marked mineral notes.

2018 Shaw Smith – M3

(Adelaide Hills, SA)

55

Stonefruit and citrus, contemporary and elegant. Flavours of nectarine and white peach mingle with flashes of grapefruit over roasted almond
Characters

Interesting White Varietals
2019 Brokenwood

Semillon

(Hunter Valley, NSW)

27

Gewürtztraminer

(Alsace, France)

59

Pinot Gris

(Alsace, France)

Chenin Blanc

(Loire Valley, France)

Crisp, fresh and zesty aromas and flavours, just as a young Hunter Semillon should have

2011 Trimbach

Medium bodied, floral nose, lightly sweet finish, flavours of tropical fruit and just a hint of ginger and white pepper

2016 Trimbach – Reserve

47

Displays perfectly ripe mango fruit with smoky flavours. On the palate, this is a rich and fruity, very fine and elegant Pinot in the dry style

2007 Baumard – Clos St Yves, Savennieres

48

Florent Baumard is one of the world's best winemakers, and you probably don't know him. That's because he produces rare but exceptional
Chenin Blanc from the Loire Valley

2018 Mont-Redon, Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc. Grenache Blanc Blend (Southern Rhone, France)

70

One of the best white Chateauneuf du Papes - Crisp, fresh notes of white peaches, apricots, honeysuckle and quince are present in this lush,
pure, minerally, full-bodied, dry white

375ml RED (half bottles)
Pinot Noir
2017 Ata Rangi

(Martinborough, NZ)

70

(Central Otago, NZ)

65

This is as good as it gets outside of Burgundy, this wine is finesse and charm in a bottle!

2014 Valli – Gibbston Vineyard

Grant Taylor is widely regarded as New Zealand's pinot guru. He produces top shelf single vineyard pinot noirs highlighting the sub regions of
Central Otago.

2018 David Duband

Gevrey Charmbertin

(Burgundy, France)

Gevrey Chambertin

(Burgundy, France)

90

A notably fresher nose combines notes of attractively layered red and dark currant with those of floral, newly turned earth and soft spice hints.
There is once again solid energy and volume to the medium weight flavours that also conclude in a dusty and compact finish.

2016 Faiveley – Les Cazetiers 1er Cru

155

Cherry fruit and earthy, savoury raspberry tone. good weight, spice and candied nose. Will benefit with some air so enjoy the expression in your
glass slowly.
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Shiraz | Syrah & Blends
2017 Brokenwood

(Hunter Valley, NSW )

38

Red cherry/red earth fruit aromas and some vanillin oak. A perfect supple, medium bodied palate

2016 Jim Barry – McRae Wood

(Clare Valley, SA)

50

Dark plums, spice and purple forals on the nose. The palate enters with black plum, black cherries with brambles and compote detailed with
spice and elegance. A wine of refrained structure and integrated tannin, dark spice and black berries to finish.

2012 Rockford – Basket Press

(Barossa Valley, SA)

98

Big, ripe, range and solid, with smoky, meaty black cherry and coffee flavours, dried mint notes

Cote Rotie

2012 Yves Cuilleron – Bassenon

(Northern Rhone, France)

99

The wine is dark and tight, with intense aromas of thyme, licorice and smoked meat. The complexity continues onto the palate and underwrites
serious ageing potential.

Cote Rotie

2016 Rene Rostaing – Ampodium

(Northern Rhone, France)

145

Sweet blackberry, wild herbs, pepper, spice and olive aromas and flavours. Full-bodied, beautifully textured and with impressive concentration.

Grenache & Blends
2015 Chateau Mont-Redon

Châteauneuf-du-Pape

(Southern Rhone, France)

80

The dense medium bodied palate shows a great fruit concentration and a tight but fine tannic structure with some black truffle aromas in the
finish. Long, long finish.

Sangiovese
2017 Isole E Olena

Chianti Classico

Tuscany, Italy)

48

(Tuscany, Italy)

120

A spicy, pure expression of Sangiovese and an authentic chianti classico

2011 Tenuta Tignanello

Dark fruit , aromatic finish; plum fruit dominates the aromatic gamut along with cherries, aromas evolve towards sensations of mint and
liquorice. Divine

2010 Conti Costanti

Brunello di Montalcino

(Tuscany, Italy)

135

Unbelievably fragrant nose, intense cherry, spice, olive and violets. Great representation of the sangiovese grosso….

Mourvedre | Mataro
2016 Domaine Tempier – Cuvee Classique

(Bandol, France)

65

Aromas of dark fruit and spice abound and the palate boasts ample fruit and dusty tannins- layers of complex aromas and flavours of leather,
earth and red fruits

Cabernet Sauvignon
2013 Rockford – Rifle Range

(Barossa Valley, SA)

Typical elegant Rockford style. Blackcurrant fruit with savoury tones expressing the grape
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57

\

BIG BOTTLES FOR BIG GATHERINGS
Weddings, parties, anything….a big night out with your nearest, dearest collection of fellow humans calls for
a BIG bottle. There’s nothing like cracking open a magnum to really get a party started. And brace for the
different and special experience that the added volume in the bottle brings to the wine

2011 Rockford Basket Press

Shiraz

(Barossa, SA)

1500ml

495

2002 Kilikanoon – Oracle

Shiraz

(Clare Valley, SA)

6000ml

1350

2007 Cullen – Diane Madeline

Cabernet Blend

(Margaret River, WA)

1500ml

420

2012 Rockford – Home Block
2010 Rockford – Home Block
2000 Rockford – Home Block
1999 Rockford – Home Block
1998 Rockford – Home Block

Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabernet Sauvignon
Cabernet Sauvignon

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

1500ml
1500ml
1500ml
1500ml
1500ml

199
210
288
270
290

2010 CUNE – Riserva

Tempranillo

(Rioja, Spain)

3000ml

575

2004 Marcarini – Brunate, Barolo

Nebbiolo

(Piedmont, Italy)

1500ml

380

(Rhone, France)

1500ml

725

1993 Mont Redon, Chateauneuf-du-Pape Grenache Blend

9

CHAMPAGNE
Non-Vintage
NV Jacquesson – Cuvee No.741

(Chalons-sur-Marne)

160

Aromas of citrus, toast, frothy white mousse, complex , nuanced, toasted and multi dimensional. Smart champagne that will work well with most
seafood or simply on its own.

NV Pol Roger – Brut Reserve

(Epernay)

145

A floral, pastry rich Champagne, Pol Roger Brut Réserve is blended from 30 wines from different vineyards and vintages. The result is a classic
style of Champagne

NV ARMAND de BRIGNAC – Ace of Spades

(Rilly-la-Montagne)

590

On the palate, the champagne has a sumptuous, racy fruit character that is perfectly integrated with the wine’s subtle brioche accents. The
texture is deliciously creamy, pairing rich depth with a long silky finish. Judged as the world’s number 1 champagne…you be the judge.

Blanc de Blancs
NV Ruinart

(Reims)

210

Smooth and rounded on the palate. Pale gold in colour, beautifully balanced warm, fruity flavour

NV Agrapart – Terriors

Grand Cru

(Avize)

195

If the likes of Krug and Selosse contribute to your sensory “fizz” pleasure than you must seek contribution from this producer. Citrus, white
flowers, crushed rocks and mint are all finely sketched in this super-expressive Champagne. WOW

Rose
NV Laherte Freres – Rose de Meunier

(Chavot)

170

Terrific energy, cut and focus. red berry, mint, white pepper and chalk notes are all finely cut in this super-expressive.
blend of 60% Meunier vinified off the skins, 30% saignée and 10% still red wine, a combination that works beautifully, equal parts 2016 and 2015

NV Ruinart

(Reims)

210

Intense, fruity and aromatic. The nose is fresh and subtle, ripe with cherry and freshly picked red berries, followed by a splash of flowers and
spicy notes.

Vintage

2009 Dom Perignon

(Hautvillers)

340

Rich, voluptuous and creamy, the 2009 shows off fabulous intensity; aromas of oily toast characters, baked bread, roasted almonds, yeast lees
and citrus…

2004 Krug

(Reims)

500

It’s floral with buttery biscuits, honey and citrus fruit, the latter coming through intensely on the palate. A grippy acidity binds it all together, and
this tastes like a wine that can age and age…..

2006 Laurent Perrier

(Reims)

179

Delicate beading and a subtle aroma with hints of fresh pineapple, dried apricots and almonds. Rounded on the palate, lively finish with hints of
white peach and Mirabelle plum.

SPARKLING
Australia and New Zealand

Rockford Sparkling Black Shiraz (disg 2017)

(Barossa, SA)

160

Silky smooth and piercingly intense. Spicy, leathery perfume small berries, cherries and plums over meaty, rosemary like nuances

Rockford Sparkling Black Shiraz (disg 2012)
Rockford Sparkling Black Shiraz (disg 2003)

(Barossa, SA)
(Barossa, SA)

195
250

NV Jansz – Premium Cuvee Brut

(Pipers River, TAS)

57

The wine displays intense citrus, stone fruit, strawberry and nut flavours showing excellent texture and refinement. And just look at the price.
Superb value.

NV Deviation Road – Altair Rose

(Adelaide Hills, SA)

79

Light weight, high acidity, raspberry crumble – perhaps influenced by the underling brioche note. Super fun and perfect start to the day……
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Italy
NV La Riva Dei Frati, Prosecco

(Veneto)

49

NV Enrico Gatti, Franciacorta

(Lombardy)

89

100% Chardonnay, is aged for 27 months (partially in wood) and is crisp and fresh with notes of almond and bread.

RIESLING - Australia

As the illustrious Jancis Robinson has proposed – Riesling could be viewed as “the finest white variety in the
world” on the basis of its longevity and ability to clearly express terroir. Not a big call at all ……………..and
one we passionately concur with. Enough said.
2018 Rockford

(Eden Valley, SA)

57

Light straw-green; tight, fine lime and apple blossom aromas, moving into slate and mineral on the palate; long and fine finish

2010 Rockford
2009 Rockford
2003 Rockford

(Eden Valley, SA)
(Eden Valley, SA)
(Eden Valley, SA)

99
102
108

2012 Pewsey Vale Contours

(Eden Valley, SA)

99

Contours style of lemon and lime fruit. Intense flavours, almost nutty. Full bodied, will undoubtedly evolve for many years. Recently tasted both
vintages in the vineyards…divine.

2012 O’leary Walker – Polish Hill

(Clare Valley, SA)

78

Lime with hints of lemon and fennel, great fruit purity, refreshing acidity and beautifully balanced. Hard to go past this proposition.

2018 Crawford River

(Henty, VIC)

99

Punchy and so alive. Lime, slate and spice flavours but it's the palate intensity and power that makes this riesling world class…

2008 Crawford River Reserve

(Henty, VIC)

160

Aromas of lime blossom and nashi pear, followed by floral notes and more luscious cashew and brioche undertones. textured palate, extremely
long on the finish.

2019 Mewstone

(Flowerpot,TAS)

82

The vineyard lies on six hundred metres of ocean frontage rolling into the D’Extrecasteaux Channel. A perfect balance between cool southerly
winds and sunshine. The grapes were wholebunched, seasoned French oak and aged on lees.

2018 Dukes Magpie Hill – Reserve

(Porongurup,WA)

99

Granny Smith apple, light talc and mineral elements. Dry mouth watering finish. Superb length and persistence with fresh lime, citrus and miner

Riesling- France
2016 Kientzler – Osterberg

Grand Cru

(Alsace)

120

Floral, Light, dry, and excellent acidity, all without being too lean or austere. Very much in the house style…

2010 Trimbach – Cuvee Frederic Emile
2007 Trimbach – Cuvee Frederic Emile

(Alsace)
(Alsace)

164
195

Citrus zest, fruit pit, huckleberry, and white pepper- juicy lime, tangerine, and kiwi. Crushed stone and mineral add depth to an invigoratingly
and tenaciously lingering finish

2011 Trimbach – Geisberg

Grand Cru

(Alsace)

165

Only the second release of Geisberg from Trimbach, one of the smallest Grand Cru plots, bone dry with intense minerality. A must try for
Riesling lovers.
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Riesling- Germany
2013 Egon Muller – Scharzhof

(Saar)

175

Acidity and residual sugar in harmony- lovely hint of green apple, herb, hint of white peach and honeysuckle. Divine!

2018 Fritz Haag – Brauneberger Juffer

Kabinett

(Mosel)

99

Lovely peach, herb and floral aromas combined with a refreshing and precise combination of acid and sugar…wow!

2018 Fritz Haag – Brauneberger Juffer Sonnenuhr

Grosses Gewächs

(Mosel)

155

Kabinett

(Mosel)

160

2019 Julian Haart – Wintricher Ohligsberg (Alte Reben) Kabinett

(Mosel)

175

Very fine, flinty, delicate and precise. Discreet tropical fruit aromas, a giant in the making.

2019 Julian Haart – Piesporter Goldtröpfchen

Julian is one of the new rock stars of the Mosel …he spent the last few years with Klaus Peter Keller, Reinhard Löwenstein und legendary Egon
Müller. His wines are slighty funky from the wild ferment, with aeration this blows off quickly and reveals aromas of yellow grapefruit, lemon curd
and licorice.

2015 Hofgut Falkenstein – Krettnacher Altenberg

Spätlese trocken

(Mosel)

Spätlese

(Mosel)

105

Based on gray slate and quartz, bracing acidity with hint of sweetness. Pink Lady apple with lemon, lime and a mineral finish.

2018 Joh. Jos. Prüm – Wehlener Sonnenuhr

220

Katharina Prüm …wow, One of the top producers in Mosel.- Lemon Meringue in a glass, caramelized granny smith apple, herbaceous hints with
blue slate influence

2018 Joh. Jos. Prüm – Wehlener Sonnenuhr
Similar structure like the Spätlese, not as concentrated and sweetish.

Kabinett

2014 Dönnhoff – Estate

(Mosel)

189

(Nahe)

75

A melange of grapefruit, tart orange with a gently smoke topnote. Most of the grapes hail from volcanic soils, rather than slate.

2014 Dr Bürklin Wolf – Gerümpel

Erste Lage

(Pfalz)

132

Restrained and a little unsettled, but with an early promise of fine herbal and mineral aromas. The palate manages to impress already with
concentrated stone fruit, a gentle rather than compact mineral contribution and invigorating acidity.

2017 Wittmann – Aulerde

Grosses Gewächs

(Rheinhessen)

A great entry to the world of GG’s in Germany. Yellow fruits, almost overripe pineapple with dashes of lemon juice.

12

225

SAUVIGNON BLANC
Sancerre is the home of this very popular varietal. New Zealand has created some very popular demand and
the combined effort appears to be pleasing many palates. We should all explore the complex and intriguing
Sancerres produced by some leading producers whilst appreciating that NZ’s style and conviction has
certainly made us take notice…..there is no such thing as bad publicity!
2019 Saint Clair

(Marlborough, NZ)

49

Passionfruit with a floral lift- rich palate with passionfruit and a salty minerality. This wine has a silky luscious texture with a long finish

2018 Ata Rangi

(Martinborough, NZ)

78

On the nose green grassy aromas dominate. Refreshing acidity, citrus, ginger and lemongrass and green mango on the palate. The flinty notes
are extracted through barrel fermentation.

2018 Domaine de Ladoucette – Comte Lafond

(Sancerre, France)

98

Delicate floral notes followed by powerful mineral aromas- elegant bouquet, complex and typical of the richness of this great terroir

2017 Vincent Pinard – Le Chateau

(Sancerre, France)

155

One of the top if not “the top” producer in Sancerre with some of the best vineyard sites, Vincent Pinard is dedicated to his craft

-Francois CotatPossibly one of the greatest producers within Sancerre if not France. The wines truly flourish and express
themselves after a few years in the bottle- for those who display patience the reward is mindblowing. No
fiteration, no fining for this Sancerre expression like no other……
2011 Francois Cotat – Mont Dames
2013 Francois Cotat – Mont Dames
2013 Francois Cotat – Caillottes
2011 Francois Cotat – Culs de Beaujeu

(Sancerre, France)
(Sancerre, France)
(Sancerre, France)
(Sancerre, France)

220
189
165
199

SEMILLON
Outstanding character – zesty and crispy in youth and then toasty, nutty and honeyed with such endless
cellaring potential. And nice and light on the alcohol side too…such a smooth operator is Semillon
2020 Andrew Thomas – Synergy

(Hunter Valley, NSW)

55

This style is all about freshness, vibrancy and varietal purity. Delicate lemongrass and lime fruit characters with a zesty acidity. Perfect with freshly
shucked oysters and sashimi

2011 Brokenwood – Oakey Creek Vineyard

(Hunter Valley, NSW)

122

Beautiful colour, citrus and some florals.. Beeswax and then 'toast'. Quite often a 'restrained' palate but plenty of citrus pith and perfect acidity.
Excellent

2014 Brokenwood – ILR

(Hunter Valley, NSW)

179

Beautiful colour, citrus and some florals.. Beeswax and then 'toast'. Quite often a 'restrained' palate but plenty of citrus pith and perfect acidity.
Excellent

2018 Rockford – Local Growers
2011 Rockford – Local Growers

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

Golden colour, toasted and buttery citrus, touch of smokiness, deep and textured
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59
89

CHENIN BLANC
It’s hard not to love Chenin Blanc. Originating from the Loire Valley in France, it’s high acidity gives it the
superpower of producing extremely versatile wines ranging from bone dry to voluptuously sweet, resulting in
it starring in food and wine pairings that will blow your mind
2018 Damien Laureau – La Petite Roche

Savennieres

(Loire Valley, France)

Anjou

(Loire Valley, France)

99

Nose is very expressive-citrus fruits, stone and bitter lime.. Pure and lightly smoky, stony, with a bitter grip in the finish.

2018 Thibaud Boudignon

120

This wine is electric. Notes of hay, quince, persimmon, and saffron- great chenin form undoubtedly one of Lorie’s supertstars

2018 Domaine Guiberteau

Saumur

(Loire Valley, France)

110

Layers of ripe nectarine and lemon sherbet fruit, a fleshy, open knit texture and a twist of powdery extract on the tonic finish. A lovely, superseductive example of Saumur blanc.

2018 Marc Bredif – Classic

Vouvray

(Loire Valley, France)

Vouvray

(Loire Valley, France)

65

Nose is best described as elusive, tantalisingly so. Flavours of powder, flint, light tropical fruit, herbs and musk seem to emerge from the glass
with intensity

1989 Marc Bredif – Grand Annee

175

What a great wine. This belies its age, with lovely mid green colour, intense fragrance of stewed apples-sweet apple flavours, with a backbone
of nicely balanced acidity. Many years in front of it

PINOT GRIS & GRIGIO
2018 Kooyong – Beurrot

Pinot Gris

(Mornington Peninsula, VIC)

69

Golden straw in hue, aromas of honey-tinged apple and pear skin, followed by lemon pith, rose petal and spice. The palate displays lively green
apple and kaffir lime flavours and is delicately textured with zesty acidity and a savoury oatmeal finish.

2016 Dry River

Pinot Gris

(Martinborough, NZ)

Pinot Gris

(Alsace, France)

115

Liquid peach and nectarine marmalade, the high viscosity gives the wines an incredible richness, one of the best examples of Alsatian Pinot Gris
outside of France.

2017 Hugel – Classic

79

Expressive aromas of peach and spring flowers. Concentrated and ripe but moderate complexity and depth.

2019 Tiefenbrunner – Merus

Pinot Grigio

(Alto Adige, Italy)

Light yellow to sandy-coloured, hints of pear. The strong harmonious structure emphasizes it is a dry full-bodied Grigio.
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54

INTERESTING WHITE VARIETALS & BLENDS WORTH A LOOK
On smaller patches of land from terroir far away come some wonderful little gems from grapes whose names
don’t roll off the tongue. But sniff and slurp and swallow them and smile you will

2016 Pra – Monte Grande Soave Classico

Garganega|Trebbiano (Veneto, Italy)

74

Aromas are of golden apples and peaches-lightly spiced with notes of lightly dried lavender and medicinal herbs- fruit is mature and the
wine has a long finish of sweet almond

2018 Prunotto, Roero

Arneis

(Piemonte, Italy)

55

Straw yellow in colour with golden reflections, intense and elegant aromas of white flowers, citrus fruit, white peach, hazelnuts with mineral
notes on the nose.

2018 Russobruno

Greco di Tufo

(Campania, Italy)

76

Pale straw in colour, there are hints of green apple, apricot and a salinity finishing with a fresh palate minerally with crisp acidity.

2018 La Guardiense Sannio

Fiano

(Campania, Italy)

55

This wine has a straw-yellow colour with hints of green. Fruity nuances melt with a floral bouquet.

2018 Pala Fiori

Vermentino

(Sardinia, Italy )

55

Floral with great acidity. Tropical, fresh, youthful, hint of stonefruit, smooth, approachable, good length and refereshing long finish

2019 De la Pepiere – Clos de Briords

Melon de Bourgogne (Loire Valley, France)

79

Old-vine cuvee -this is my kind of Muscadet- textbook with everything you would expect, lemon, apple and great salinity.

2016 Chave – Circa, St Joseph

Rousanne

(Northern Rhone, France)

2016 Bernhard Ott – Fass 4

Grüner Veltliner

(Wagram, Austria)

140

Almond and floral aroma, fresh nectarine, salted butter, verbena and mineral notes-long elegant finish

74

"Fass 4", a Cuvée featuring the fruits from the top Feuersbrunn sites is a multi-layered wine of fantastic drinking pleasure from a top producer.

ROSE
2019 Rockford – Alicante Bouschet

(Barossa, SA)

49

Bright Cherry and Strawberry - sweetness on the palate, yet refreshing and crisp. Perfect for a summer afternoon

2020 Spinifex

(Barossa Valley, SA)

65

Light, elegant with touch of fruit on the palate. Not as fruity as most Aussie Rose’s, but not as dry as Provence.

2018 Ete Elodie by Domaine Cantarelle

(Provence, France)

55

Gourmet aromas of red fruits, with a background of vegetal notes. A gourmet and refreshing rosé whose tone will brighten up your picnic and
summer barbecue

2018 Domaine Tempier

(Bandol, France)

119

The presence of Mourvedre gives this wine its strong character, balance and complexity. An intense fruit and floral nose make this an attractive
rosé. The palate is rounded and full with fruity aromas of peach and pomegranate, followed by delicate spice notes and a pleasant freshness
created by acidic balance.

2019 Conde Valdemar

(Rioja, Spain)

52

Red cherries, unripe raspberries with fresh acidity, sits perfectly in between a classic dry Provence and a more fruit driven Australian Rose
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CHARDONNAY- Australia
2010 Leeuwin Estate – Art Series
2014 Leeuwin Estate – Art Series

(Margaret River, WA)
(Margaret River, WA)

230
195

(Margaret River, WA)

165

Margaret River if not Australia’s benchmark for Chardonnay- enough said!

2016 Vasse Felix – Heytesbury

Grace and power, complex flavour, matchsticky, grapefruity, steeliness, pulp and creamy,…..just a fabulous wine.

2017 Forest Hill – Block 8

(Mount Barker, WA)

88

Bright straw. Complex array of fresh stone fruit, and wax notes with hints of flint. White nectarine, citrus and almond flavours persist on the
palate. A powerful mineral finish driven by natural acidity

2017/18 Apsley Gorge

(Bicheno, TAS)

125

On the nose fresh gunpowder and matchstick, reductive for the first couple of minutes. Great white burgundy stylistic made in the most
southern wine region of Australia.

2018 Holyman

(Tamar Valley, TAS)

110

A hint of struck match and white grapefruit on the nose. The palate is lean and refreshing, touch of oak (500l puncheons) and toasted almond
on the back. Elegant and uncomplicated.

2018/19 Pooley – Butchers Hill

(Coal River, TAS)

109

Always a flavoursome, fuller-bodied chardonnay with stone fruit, figs and leesy, creamy notes. Yet it keeps a well-formed frame with bright
acidity helping.

2018 Tolpuddle

(Coal River, TAS)

145

A marvellous wine of great delicacy allied to great intensity. Creamy yeast lees aromas; fine, subtle citrus fruit scents. The palate is precise and
focused, seamless and harmonious- 100% malolactic

2018 Sailors Seek Horse

(Huon Valley, TAS)

120

Impressive wine of delicacy yet assertion- general ‘minerally’ character to this wine, though you’d say its acid driven over ‘fruity’, but then there’s
a light, cereal-like character in the mix too-Delicious, fine, elegant wine of restraint and grace. “Mike Bennie”

2017 By Farr – Cote Vineyard GC

(Geelong, VIC)

175

The wine has an amazing smoothness and calmness that stretches the length of the palate, surrounded with textured fruit and mineral
elements…

CHARDONNAY- New Zealand
2016 Dry River

(Martinborough)

125

A crispy green hue encapsulates the golden core of this vibrant wine- typical flavours of citrus, white nectarine and hazelnuts are all there

2018 Novum

(Marlborough)

99

Bright straw-yellow colour with light golden hues-core of white stonefruits and citrus fruits, along with fresh, steely minerals, creamy barrelferment and nutty oak that emerge to provide complexing interest

2019 Felton Road - Bannockburn

(Central Otago)

139

Delicate citrus flowers, jasmine followed by hints of peach- creamy stone fruit and citrus, mouth-filling and generous, but always with nervous
tension, then tightening to a stony and saline finish.
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CHARDONNAY- Burgundy, France
Origin- it’s so relevant, particularly in this instance. I recall reading this commentary many years ago whilst
travelling: “Wine made from the Chardonnay grape is far and away the most popular wine in the world,
enjoyed by novice and sophisticated connoisseur alike. And if you are one of them and have never
experienced the superb perfection it can achieve in Burgundy, you owe it to yourself to explore this rarefied
world. It won't be a cheap journey but I guarantee that you will never think about wine the same way again.”Nick Passmore
Chablis
2018 Dm. Moreau Naudet

(Chablis)

129

Waves of white nectarine, jasmine and verbena fruit, good texture, excellent sappy drive and long, juicy, rocky close. Just delicious.

2018 Dm. Moreau Naudet – Forets

1er Cru

(Chablis)

225

Moreau farms two plots of vines here, over a total of just under two hectares. The first is alongside the vineyard of Vincent Dauvissat, and the
vines are the same age at approximately 60 years old. The second, with 25-year-old vines, sits next to the Raveneau parcel. Enough said

2018 Dm. Moreau Naudet – Vaillons

1er Cru

(Chablis)

1er Cru

(Chablis)

178

White florals, nectarines, lime zest and gentle, kernel-like spice. It has a lovely juicy, mouth-watering close. All class

2014 Dm. William Fevre – Montee de Tonnerre

157

Pure, elegant and airy nose of white flowers and oyster shell notes that is a step up in overall elegance ,intense minerality with grace and
refinement

2011 Dm. William Fevre – Vaulorent

1er Cru

(Chablis)

135

Grand Cru

(Chablis)

195

Grand Cru

(Chablis)

Smokey mineral tones, chalky and citrus, touch of green apple and a lovely finish

2008 Dm. William Fevre – Valmur

Elegance of the nose is simply stunning with a perfumed aromatic profile , minerality , concentrated and palate staining flavors that possess a
striking and explosively long finish

2011 Dm. William Fevre – Les Preuses

190

Minerality, wet gravel with loads of almond and citrus tart. Medium acidity with long finish…

Cote D’Or
2015 Dm. Etienne Sauzet

Bourgogne blanc

130

Nose of lemon and honeydew. Beautiful palate. Lemon, lime, spice, gravel, almond paste, and vanilla. Great white burg at this level….

2013 Dm. Leflaive

Bourgogne blanc

110

Fruity, floral and toasted, it features a round and coating mouth feel along with lovely tension.

2011 Dm. Roulot

Bourgogne blanc

175

The aroma on this wine is outrageous for a Bourgogne…mineral, peach, hazelnut and citrus….great intro into this producer

2011 Dm. Bonneau du Martray – Corton-Charlemagne

Grand Cru

(Corton)

Grand Cru

(Corton)

400

Shows exceptional aromatics of citrus, vanilla, white flowers and spices. The palate is textbook for Bonneau du Martray, with a backbone of
acidity coupled with a broad, beautifully textured mid-palate. The long, elegant finish and taut structure mixed with vibrant fruit showcases a
wine with energy, longevity, and grace

2012 Dm. Rollin – Corton-Charlemagne

379

Great nose and some serious fat on the palate, Nice and steely. Very pure. Good austerity- accessible for a Corton-Charlemagne. Medium-full
body. Good grip. Long and stylish.
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2014 Dm. Francois Mikulski

(Meursault)

199

Spice bread on the nose. A width of beautifully balanced flavour. Not many words needed here – super wine from great producer

2011 Dm. Roulot

(Meursault)

500

2012 Dm. Comtes Lafon – Clos de la Barre

(Meursault)

410

The palate is well balanced with a rounded opening: hints of dried apricot and a spicy vein towards the finish. This is an intriguing Meursault
undecided how good it wants to be

2014 Dm. Francois Mikulski – Meix Chavaux

(Meursault)

295

Very minerally nose. The generous body in the wine adds a comforting component on the palate, there is a real richness, a real chewiness, again
cream, meat and citrus, you can drink and eat this wine

2009 Dm. Roulot – Luchets

(Meursault)

445

Elegant citric nose, lifted and mineral. Fresh and delicate yet concentrated and has grip and minerality; deliciously pure fruit and good length

2011 Dm. Francois Mikulski – Genevrieres

1er Cru

(Meursault)

1er Cru

(Meursault)

390

The almost surreal floral sensuality of Genvrières, excited by the presence of citrus fruit. With air, the wine is peppery, musky, the description of
the citrus or the flowers that make up the nose of the wine is impossible to make

2011 Dm. Roulot – Clos des Bouchères

745

Ripe peach with floral notes and subtle spice aromas. Very elegant textures with good concentration-fun fruit and spice on the palate-very good
drinking for some time

2012 Dm. Faiveley – Charmes

1er Cru

(Meursault)

1er Cru

(Puligny-Montrachet)

1er Cru

(Puligny-Montrachet)

245

Elegant aromas of ripe peach, pear and roasted hazelnuts,-rich, generous and plump-buttery and well textured. Great expression

2015 Dm. Jean Louis Chavy – Les Foliatieres

189

Fine bright pale straw with a very good weight of fruit, more fruit than floral on the nose. This stretches out beautifully across the palate, white
fruit along with a hint of Mirabelle, acidity present but folded into the fruit, very good persistence. Shows real old vine intensity and depth and
very complete even now.

2015 Dm. Pierre Yves-Colin-Morey – Poruzots

650

This is very Meursault, on the nose featuring layered array of ripe hazelnut, essence of pear and acacia blossom. 2015 produced a big, opulent
wine, not particularly elegant, but there is much to like.

2014 Dm. Dujac – Les Combettes

1er Cru

(Puligny-Montrachet)

275

2013 Dm. Leflaive – Les Pucelles

1er Cru

(Puligny-Montrachet)

790

One of two producers to work this vineyard, virtually monopole. Wish I could drink more of Leflaive’s wines, others agree

2012 Dm. Leflaive – Les Folatieres
2011 Dm. Leflaive – Les Folatieres
2010 Dm. Leflaive – Les Folatieres

1er Cru
1er Cru
1er Cru

(Puligny-Montrachet)
(Puligny-Montrachet)
(Puligny-Montrachet)

390
400
440

Golden yellow; chalk, lemon, lovely nose; good acidity, highly rich, wide body, lots of taste, zesty; long aftertaste.

2011 Dm. Etienne Sauzet – Les Perrieres

1er Cru

(Puligny-Montrachet)

420

Wet stone minerality with alluring melon and stone fruit with great intensity and balance with subtle oak. This is a great wine from unarguably
one of the great domaines of burgundy.

2011 Dm. Etienne Sauzet – La Garenne

1er Cru

(Puligny-Montrachet)

Grand Cru

(Puligny-Montrachet)

1er Cru

(Chassagne-Montrachet)

300

There is a subtle touch of wood to the ultra-pure and fresh aromas of cool white orchard fruit, floral, spice and citrus nuances. There is good
vibrancy to the round and delicious medium-bodied flavours that are blessed with good levels of dry extract before culminating in a lightly
mineral-inflected finish that again offers fine if not truly distinguished depth on the lingering finish.

2013 Dm. Heitz Lochardet – Chevalier Montrachet

950

Precise, cool and intense mineral-driven flavours possess a highly refined mouth feel, all wrapped in a strikingly persistent and linear finish.

2011 Dm. Ramonet – Morgeot

Has an enticing aroma of fresh Arum lillies, chalk and pure white peach. Precise and elegant, so beautifu
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PINOT NOIR - Burgundy, France

Burgundy is where it all started and continues to this very day…the desire and uncontrollable urge to
experience the heights pinot noir offers. I love the journey and absolutely love the experience I encounter
with every expression. It can be a little overwhelming at times, virtually navigating through the specific
vineyards and the respective families that produce this wonderful stuff. Bring on the challenge, it is
undoubtedly my stimulus (fortunately) to pursue and seek out my next experience…this is a truly wild and yet
so fulfilling experience.
2013 Dm. Meo Camuzet

(Bourgogne)

115

2005 Dm. Bruno Clair – Les Grasses Tetes

(Marsannay)

340

2011 Dm. Meo Camuzet
2012 Dm. Meo Camuzet
2009 Dm. Meo Camuzet

(Fixin)
(Fixin)
(Fixin)

175
175
195

Very ripe red berry and currant aromas with plenty of the classic Fixin earth character that gives way to sappy and mouth coating flavours that
are relatively forward
and tender.

2013 Dm. Meo Camuzet – Clos Du Chapitre
2007 Dm. Meo Camuzet – Clos Du Chapitre

1er Cru
1er Cru

(Fixin)
(Fixin)

190
210

Straight wine with a lot of minerality. This wine, deep in colour and with frequent black fruit aromas, fresh and subtle nose and its frank character

2013 Dm. Faiveley

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

135

Brilliant dark ruby red- expressive and complex aromas of red fruit and integrated tannins- great Gevrey Chambertin

2012 Dm. Geantet Pansiot

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

179

Lovely intensity and energy here, hedgerow flavours bursting on the palate, finishing with hints of chocolate and spice.

2009 Dm. Bruno Clair – Les Cazetiers

1er Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

1er Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

390

This is even more aromatically complex with an appealing sauvage character to the spicy red, black, plum and violet aromas that complement to
perfection the ripe, powerful and muscled flavors that carry real size and weight on the textured, long and serious finish. This is a classically
proportioned and robust Gevrey to cellar and forget for a decade but it will be worth the wait (Burghound)

2009 Dm. Bruno Clair – Clos St. Jacques

495

That hedonistic experience one encounters when drinking great red burgundy can be found here…overwhelmed to find the words.

2005 Dm. Duroche – Lavaux St. Jacques

1er Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

245

Red berry nose nuanced by hints of earth and underbrush, very pure aromas and great vintage

2012 Dm. Faiveley – Clos de Issarts

1er Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

225

The nose has aromas of very ripe fruits ,fiery liquorice notes and underbrush.This is an elegant, well-balanced wine with very good long-lasting
aromas.

2009 Dm. Faiveley – Les Cazetiers

1er Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

345

2007 Dm. Armand Rousseau – Clos St. Jacques

1er Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

1650

Armand Rousseau ranks with DRC, Leflaive, Jacques Prieur and a small handful of names that are the stuff of Burgundy legend. He owns 5.5
acres (40%) of the famous Clos St Jacques, which often is regarded as “Grand Cru” level. 2007 was a cooler vintage, but with a producer like
Eric you can’t go wrong. For many of us it is a once in a lifetime chance to try it.

2005 Duroche – Charmes Chambertin
Great Vintage, Effort and Price from this Fantastic Grand Cru site.

2009 Dm. Bruno Clair – Chambertin-Clos De Beze

Grand Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

325

Grand Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

945

A highly spiced nose of Gevrey-style earth, underbrush, iron and stone adds ample breadth to the ripe red currant and plum aromas. The
broad-scaled flavors possess superb concentration with evident volume and power as well as plentiful amounts of palate staining dry extract, all
wrapped in a balanced, generous and gorgeously long finish. This has the potential to be an exceptionally special effort. Note: two-thirds of the
vines were planted in 1912 and the remainder in 1973.
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2006 Dm. Armand Rousseau – Chambertin

Grand Cru

(Gevrey-Chambertin)

2300

“There is excellent freshness and vibrancy to the pure, round, rich and focused full-bodied flavors that carry obvious muscle and minerality on
the deep, powerful and hugely long finish. This is an extremely impressive effort and one of the finest wines of the vintage. Not surprisingly, this
hasn't changed a great deal since my last review except that the length is now even more phenomenal and the supporting tannins are a bit
more apparent.

2005 Dm. Dujac

(Morey-St-Denis)

250

2011 Dm. Dujac
1999 Dm. Dujac

1er Cru
1er Cru

(Morey-St-Denis)
(Morey-St-Denis)

295
640

2014 Dm. Dujac – Clos de La Roche

Grand Cru

(Morey-St-Denis)

820

A deft touch of wood frames an intensely earthy, complex and notably ripe nose that features notes of spice, plum and black currant. There is
excellent richness, size, weight and muscle to the vibrant middle weight plus flavours that exude a fine extract on the mineral-driven finish that
offers extraordinarily good length. This is primary to the point of being quite backward yet it is not hard or aggressive as the balance of
structural elements is impeccable and I particularly like the sense of tension, energy and backend lift that makes this already enjoyable to drink
though it's nowhere near ready.

1996 Dm. Dujac – Clos St. Denis

Grand Cru

(Morey-St-Denis)

945

Bright leaf tobacco with some complimentary smells of saddle leather and fall spices (nutmeg and cinnamon) as well as prune syrup-leathery
and herbaceous tea qualities- how divine!!

2010 Dm. Faiveley – Clos St. Denis
A very limited production bottle from an amazing site

Grand Cru

2012 Dm. G. Roumier

(Morey-St-Denis)

650

(Chambolle-Musigny)

375

Expressive nose is attractively elegant with its red berry fruit profile The silk-textured and vibrant medium weight flavors are very Chambolle in
style before terminating in a lingering and firm finish that is slightly clipped at present.

2009 Dm. G. Roumier

(Chambolle-Musigny)

465

(Chambolle-Musigny)

200

Great vintage, great winemaker and just a great Chambolle village.

2013 Dm. Hubert Lignier – Vielles Vignes

50 year old vines. Red cherry, rhubarb, musk, baking spice, floral nose and medium bodied- relatively inexpensive for Chambolle

2009 Dm. Bruno Clair – Les Veroilles

1er Cru

(Chambolle-Musigny)

Grand Cru
Grand Cru

(Chambolle-Musigny)
(Chambolle-Musigny)

Grand Cru

(Vougeot)

840

(Vosne-Romanee)

360

340

Such an elegant wine, exhibiting florals, clove spice, red berries and stone quality. Structure. Drink it slow as you will regret it once you get to
the last glass

2011 Dm. Dujac – Bonnes Mares
1996 Dm. Dujac – Bonnes Mares

965
1195

Raspberry essence, expensive perfume, lavender and sweet spices. Excellent fruit energy, balance and seamless- this is why we looooove
burgundy!

2011 Dm. Meo Camuzet – Clos de Vougeot
2009 Dm. Bruno Clair – Champ Perdrix

A lightly spiced and solidly complex nose offers up notes of red and blue pinot fruit as well as hints of violet, rose petal and earth. High-quality
villages that is worthy of your attention.

2011 Dm. de la Romanee Conti – Echezeaux

Grand Cru

(Vosne-Romanee)

2600

A discreet touch of wood sets off the gorgeously floral, ripe and wonderfully spicy nose of red currant, menthol, black cherry and cassis aromas.
There is impressive volume and richness to the naturally sweet, silky and mouth coating medium weight flavours that are shaped by fine-grained
tannins on the firm, complex, balanced and strikingly persistent finale that really fans out as it lingers on the palate. This wine continues to make
really impressive progress.

2015 Dm. Faiveley – Les Damodes

1er Cru

(Nuits-Saint-Georges)

220

Complex nose of spice, fruit compote and earthy minerality. Powerful, expansive and minerally, it has crunchy red fruit and high acidity with
some tannic grip.
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PINOT NOIR - Burgundy, France
1er Cru

(Nuits-Saint-Georges)

1er Cru

(Nuits-Saint-Georges)

2009 Dm. Meo Camuzet – Corton-Les Perrieres

Grand Cru

(Aloxe-Corton)

840

2009 Dm. de la Romanee Conti – Corton

Grand Cru

(Aloxe-Corton)

2900

2011 Dm. Faiveley – Les St. Georges

375

Rich and rounded, it offers hints of spice, red cherry fruits and a firmly, tannic edge. The aftertaste brings out a jammy richness

2009 Dm. Comte Liger-Belair – Aux Cras

790

An expressive and quite fresh nose features beautifully layered aromas of ripe red berry fruit, wet stone and earth. There is excellent vibrancy
and detail to the restrained middle weight flavours that possess plenty of underlying tension on the balanced, long and really quite stylish finish.
This is a classy and sophisticated effort that offers excellent length and focused power.

This was brooding from cask and now that it's in bottle, it's still a brooding and introverted effort with a clearly sauvage nose of deeply pitched
plum and a variety of purple fruit aromas that are liberally sprinkled with earth and spice nuances that introduce rich, powerful and robust bigbodied flavors that are dense and quite serious, all wrapped in a complex and well-muscled finish. A classic Corton built to age and it will
definitely need it.

2009 Dm. Bruno Clair – La Dominode

1er Cru

(Savigny-Les-Beaune)

340

2009 Dm. Faiveley – Clos des Roy

1er Cru

(Mercurey)

94

Concentrated and a bit monolithic now. Firm tannins are wrapped around a center of cherry and blackberry notes. Vibrant and long, with a
spicy, cherry aftertaste

PINOT NOIR - Australia
2016 Clarence House – Reserve

(Coal River, TAS)

99

Bottle-age has built complexity, so that forest floor nuances are adding to the sweet, red cherry and cedary oak. Abundant aromas of clove,
roses, wet stone, dark cherry... classic, elegant (yet generous) and aromatic Tasmanian Pinot. Slinky, silky and juicy in the mouth with exceptional
fruit weight and fullness to acid balance; gratifying in every sense.

2017 Tolpuddle

(Coal River, TAS)

150

Intensely aromatic, balanced with savoury spice notes from whole bunch fermentation, along with purity of varietal expression

2019 Hughes and Hughes – Milk Vat

(White Rock, TAS)

79

A ridiculously small production and such an expressive wine. Dark cherry notes, herbal, peppery, savoruy- sleek and textural

2015 Sangreal By Farr

(Geelong, VIC)

165

One of Oldest by Farr vineyards expressing some of the most perfumed, robust and yet refined pinot noirs in Australia- not to be missed

2015 Tout Pres By Farr

(Geelong, VIC)

175

With every year that passes, the Tout Pres vineyard’s subtleness and delicate fruit structure are becoming increasingly pronounced in the wine.
The bouquet fills the glass with spicy fruit, mineral elements and a hint of integrated French oak, with the darkness and essence of the
Moorabool Valley true expressions of site. This wine exhibits primary and secondary flavours, which strengthen the overall integration for a
seamless finish. It is a tightly packed combination of plums and undergrowth with an edgy acidity—and one of our favourite drops.

2010 Mount Mary
2006 Mount Mary

(Yarra Valley,VIC)
(Yarra Valley,VIC)

229
245

Pinot with delicate floral perfume of raspberries, cherries, red plums and restrained cedary oak, subtle presence of undergrowth and dried
herbs, cloves, nutmeg

2010 Kooyong – Meres

(Mornington Peninsula, VIC)

149

Flavours of liqueur cherry and blood orange a-tightly structured and focused palate with incredible length and tannin: this will mature

2015 Kooyong – Haven

(Mornington Peninsula, VIC)

120

Flavours of liqueur cherry and blood orange a-tightly structured and focused palate with incredible length and tannin: this will mature
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2015 Yabby Lake – Block 2

(Mornington Peninsula, VIC)

155

Elegant and still a classic Aussie Pinot Noir for us, lots of red fruits made by a great winemaker Tom Carson.

2012 Bass Philip – Premium

(Gippsland, VIC)

295

Philip Jones is considered, by many, to be the custodian of the finest Pinot Noir in Australia……I leave you with this fine example

PINOT NOIR - New Zealand
2013 Ata Rangi

(Martinborough, NZ)

140

Sleek tannins, vivid plum, stone and black cherry fruits coupled with intriguing dark chocolate and savoury notes- a Martinborough champion

2014 Dry River

(Martinborough,NZ)

187

One of the NZ’s greatest Pinots – nose seems fragnant and pure, cherries/black fruits with a touch of sweetness.

2013 Dry River
2012 Dry River

(Martinborough, NZ)
(Martinborough, NZ)

190
175

2015 Escarpment – Kupe

(Martinborough, NZ)

179

Perfume, elegant fruit flavours, and soft ripe tannins are all hallmarks of this exceptional pinot noir

2015 Bell Hill

(Canterbury, NZ)

400

Hints of lifted spice and dark fruit, a touch of liquorice, briar and spice aromatics with lifted bright red fruit tones. On the palate it shows a deep
concentration of fruit, elegance and energy with seamless tannin structures giving long length of flavour.

2016 Burn Cottage

(Central Otago, NZ)

145

unconventional central otago -originally planted by the legendary Ted Lemon. Great aromas, medium bodied with high acid and amazing
elegance

2015 Felton Road – Bannockburn

(Central Otago, NZ)

125

If you haven’t tried their Pinot, you should wait no longer and if you have…..nothing needs to be said.

2012 Felton Road – Cornish Point

(Central Otago, NZ)

149

2013 Felton Road – Calvert

(Central Otago, NZ)

145

2014 Felton Road – Block 5

(Central Otago, NZ)

199

Same as above however…..not sure if we are dancing within the same ballroom….block 5 certainly knows the fox trot!

2017 Valli – Gibbston

(Central Otago, NZ)

125

2014 Valli – Waitaki

(North Otago, NZ)

125

Grant Taylor is widely regarded as New Zealand's pinot guru. He produces top shelf single vineyard pinot noirs highlighting the sub regions of
Central Otago.

PINOT NOIR - USA
2014 Cristom – Louise Vineyard

(Eola-Amity Hills, Oregon)

185

Beautiful aromatics of black tea and red currants that combine with forest floor and black truffle undertones that add wonderful complexity. The
palate is plush and textured, showing wonderful combination of viscosity and tension as flavours of black fruits.

2014 Chehalem

(Dundee Hills, Oregon)

155

Notes of bright red fruit, baking spice, cola and earth are met with silky tannins, layers of complexity and a lengthy finish — a classic
representation of the Dundee Hills.

2014 Elk Cove – Clay Court

(Yamhill-Carlton, Oregon)

156

Aromatics feature cocktail cherries and raspberry pie alongside sweet layers of anise and candied orange peel. Warm and red-fruited, this wine
fills the mouth with a silky, full-bodied burst of raspberry and red cherries. Finishes with an elegant, lively grip of dusty cedar and cinnamon stick.
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NEBBIOLO- Italy
Nebbiolo haunts us- so mysterious and yet so captivating and it’s a real home body. The vines are deeply rooted in the soils of Piemonte, Italy
continually displaying a resistance to any relocation. It displays aromas that are truly unique and mesmerising! From the top crus it will leave you
wanting more and more. Pinot Noir lovers generally love to explore this varietal- fortunately they are two very different propositions providing
us with just another excuse to explore….

2004 Gaja – Conteisa

(Langhe)

450

Perfumy Nebbiolo with lovely soft tannins, tons of cranberries and raspberries , rose petals and the mouth filling whoooooosh. Excellent

2006 Gaja – Sori San Lorenzo

(Langhe)

865

Sorì San Lorenzo is the most powerful, structured and masculine of Gaja’s three single vineyard wines from Barbaresco. This wine is simply
outrageous! Initially, a very restricted and tightly held nose….30 hours later, it was simply the most expressive wine I have come across, intense
rose, lavish violet, savoury herbs and mesmerizing smoke…extraordinary!!

2005 Gaja Barbaresco

(Barbaresco)

420

Displays elegant floral and smoky tar nose- hints of leather and tobacco as well. Beautifully balanced, incredibly long and plenty of time on its
side…divine!!

2008 Gaja – Costa Russi

(Barbaresco)

830

This wine is captivating, refined nose with aromas of blackberries, violets and roasted coffee beans. Stunning blend of 95% Nebbiolo and 5%
Barbera.

2013 Ca Rome – Cerretta

(Barolo)

245

Red cherry, cranberry, white pepper, mint and freshly cut flowers give the Cerretta its lifted, super-classic feel. The tannins need a few years to
soften, but there is certainly plenty to look forward to. The Cerretta is a bit more classically austere in style than the Rapèt.

2012 Conterno Fantino Vigna del Gris

(Barolo)

220

Earth, tar, rich fruit, same on the palate, lots of soft tannins, medium/big body, tastes much better than the nose, let this open up or aerate, long
finish.

2014 Marcarini – Brunate
2013 Marcarini – Brunate
2004 Marcarini – Brunate

(Barolo)
(Barolo)
(Barolo)

2009 Marcarini – La Serra

(Barolo)

1500ml

170
195
380
225

Mature fruit, spice, natural rubber, asphalt, tar, root beer. A “grand cru” of Barolo and undoubtedly a producer who over-delivers for the money

2006 Poderi Colla – Bussia Dardi Le Rose

(Barolo)

195

Very complex bouquet showing decided character and personality, albeit without aggressiveness. Mineral & animal notes enrich its structure
and layered complexity

2006 Aldo Conterno – Romirasco

(Barolo)

390

Romirasco is one of the most famous Barolo crus from the lightest soil. Classically, but atypically lighter-styled. Red berries, violets & dried roses

2006 Aldo Conterno – Cicala

(Barolo)

340

Austere Barolo, fruit is dark and intense, while the aromatics tend towards menthol, pine, spices and balsamic. Finishes with a blast of roasted
coffee beans, licorice and mint.

2012 Franchino Gattinara

(Gattinara)

125

Garnet red, it has a compact nose of red fruits, citrus fruits and undergrowth. At the sip it is distinguished by tension and minerality, with a lively
and dynamic tannin. Long and persistent finish.
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NEBBIOLO- Australia
2015 Domenica

(Beechworth, VIC)

100

Dark cherry, dried roses and a subtle mint/gum leaf fragrance, brown spices and earth. Full-bodied, yet has finesse, a controlled power, with
sheets of rusty tannin and black tea

2016 S.C Pannell

(Adelaide Hills, SA)

89

Medium bodied, cherry, blackcurrant and some earthy, leathery tones. Awesome nebbiolo from Australia, possibly the best….

INTERESTING RED VARIETALS AND BLENDS

Gamay
2014 Grange Cochard – Cote du Py

Morgon

(Beaujolais, France)

85

Cherry and blackberry with spice, sweet dark berry flavors with hints of star anise and violet…sweet spot on so many levels

2018 Jean Foillard – Les Charme Eponyme

Morgon

(Beaujolais, France)

165

2018 Jean Foillard – Cote du Py

Morgon

(Beaujolais, France)

170

A great example of Gamay- cherries, compote, rose petal and blood orange….just brilliant Beaujolais!

2018 Ventisquero Carmenere – Reserva

Carmenere

(Valle de Colchagua, Chile)

52

A MUST TRY- Blackberry aromas with notes of black pepper, vanilla and soft smokey tones-herbs, incense, lavender, blackberry; easy-going,
lengthy finish

2012 Wendouree – Malbec
2010 Wendouree – Shiraz Malbec

Malbec & Blends

(Clare Valley, SA)
(Clare Valley, SA)

159
199

A rich and deep bouquet, notes of plum, licorice and cocoa; subtle leather and wild blackberry jam and subtle tannin

2016 Syrahimi

Mouvedre | Mataro

(Heathcote, VIC)

88

Savoury turned earth, spice, lifted whole bunch (50%) and a meaty small goods character. Medium bodied, lighter than most Mourvèdre’s.

2016 Domaine Tempier – Classique

(Bandol, France)

125

Aromas of dark fruit and spice abound and the palate boasts ample fruit and dusty tannins- layers of complex aromas and flavours of leather,
earth and red fruits

Sangiovese
2017 San Guido – La Difese

(Tuscany, Italy)

70

Deceiving tart cherry, earth, mint, with medium tannins on the palate. Red cherries and cola. Light bodied wine with great aroma and texture

2015 Montefili Riserva

Chianti Classico

(Tuscany, Italy)

110

Morello dark cherry, fragrant floral aromas of violet and freshly cut herbs. Multidimensional nose. Perfect weight, length and persistence!

2015 Antinori – Tignanello

(Tuscany, Italy)

249

One of the first Super-Tuscan ever to be created by Piero Antinori The first red wine in Chianti Classico area to be produced with Sangiovese
with non-tradional varieties as Cabernet in the blend, matured in small oak barrels.
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2010 Pian Dell’Orino – Versante Amiata

Brunello di Montalcino (Tuscany, Italy)

390

Stylistically, Pian dell'Orino draws considerable inspiration from the wines of Gianfranco Soldera. The approach can be best described as
one of minimal intervention in both the vineyards and cellar where the wines are aged mostly in large casks. Next door to Biondi Santi
and all the right inputs to make this a blockbuster..

2012 Fuligni

Brunello di Montalcino Riserva (Tuscany, Italy)

390

Bright, juicy and packed with cherry, Bright and juicy, this is packed with cherry, strawberry, floral and mineral aromas and flavors. Linear in
shape and tightly wound, yet very pure, with a long, detailed aftertaste that pulls all the elements together. (WS)

Italian Varietals
Corvina Blend

2016 Allegrini – La Grola

(Veneto, Italy)

75

Opaque ruby red in color with arresting aromas of wild berries, juniper, tobacco, and coffee. On the palate the wine is rich, elegant, and fullbodied

2018 Pietradolce Etna Rosso

Nerello Mascalese

(Sicily, Italy)

Nerello Mascalese

(Sicliy, Italy)

69

100% Nerello Mascalese. The red fruits here are crunchy and refreshing with floral, tobacco and minerally notes, the palate fine and elegant.

2017 Ciro Biondi Outis Etna Rosso

129

This is a very elegant example of Etna Rosso and shows an almost Burgundian combination of finesse and substance. An attractive lightmedium red Pinot-like color aligns to aromas of red and black fruits, with herbs and smoke, it is medium bodied very flavorful and long on the
finish, excellent balance.

GRENACHE and BLENDS
2017 Noon – Eclipse

(McLaren Vale, SA)

110

A grenache with sheer power and elegance. Cardamom, pepper and a touch of dark chocolate, Bold but beautiful

2006 Clos Figueras – Font De La Figuera

(Priorat, Spain)

94

Excellent deep ruby colour with an open sweet bouquet of black cherries and the classic Priorat mineral tones

2015 Olivier Riviere – GANKO

(Rioja, Spain)

110

Cassis notes with leather and tobacco undertones. Abundant fruit, refined tannins and a rich finish of roasted coffee.

2016 Rockford – Moppa Springs

(Barossa Valley, SA)

69

(Barossa Valley, SA)

125

(Southern Rhone, France)

115

(Rhone Valley, France)

118

Great example of a GSM blend from a great producer, you be the judge………..

2007 Rockford – Moppa Springs
2016 Mont Redon

Lirac

2017 Maxine-Francois Laurent – Rubiconde

Very elegant with lovely grip and superb freshness. Glorious Grenache - pretty & floral - the epitome of Grenache's elegance!

2017 Dm. Gramenon – Contre Couleur

(Southern Rhone, SA)

189

All natural and biodynamic principle, one of the newer hip wineries of the Southern Rhone. A blend of Grenache, Mourvedre and Syrah.

2017 Dm. Gramenon – La Sagesse

(Southern Rhone, SA)

139

Translated to the “wise one” and is produced of 2 parcels of 60-year old Grenache vines, with Burgundian levels of attraction and elegance.

2017 Dm. Gramenon – La Papesse

(Southern Rhone, SA)

169

This cuvee is a blend of Grenache and Syrah, little amount of sulfur, without fining or filtration. To highlight the freshness and purity of the
Rhone.

2017 Dm. Gramenon – Ceps Centenaires la Meme

(Southern Rhone, SA)

189

No blending needed, 100% Grenache of Michelle and Maximes best vineyards of her oldest vines.

2010 Vieux Telegraphe – La Crau

Chateauneuf du Pape

(Southern Rhone, France)

240

Deep, dark, dense ruby wine. Nose of herbs, earth, salt, and ripe rich fruit. Palate is rich, savoury, and loaded –standout from Chateauneuf!
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2016 Mont Redon
2015 Mont Redon
2007 Mont Redon

Chateauneuf-du-Pape
Chateauneuf-du-Pape
Chateauneuf-du-Pape

(Southern Rhone, France)
(Southern Rhone, France)
(Southern Rhone, France)

142
155
200

Inky deep hue. The rich and complex nose displays ripe black fruit character along with some refined toasted notes. The dense full bodied
palate shows a great fruit concentration and a tight but fine tannic structure with some black truffle aromas in the finish. Long, long finish

SHIRAZ, SYRAH AND BLENDS -Australia
2013 Brokenwood – Graveyard Vineyard

(Hunter Valley, NSW)

315

2018 Andrew Thomas – Sweetwater

(Hunter Valley, NSW)

88

The Sweetwater shiraz is true to form with its distinctive floral notes of violets and potpourri. Plump and juicy wine, red earth of the Hunter, quite
pretty

2006 Mount Pleasant – Maurice O’Shea

(Hunter Valley, NSW)

195

Sweet red and black berry fruit entry. The palate is dense with sweet fruit and underlying vanillin oak that supports chocolate fruit tannin and
good length of flavour.

2010 Castagna – Genesis

(Beechworth, VIC)

169

2016 Jim Barry – McRae Wood
2011 Jim Barry – McRae Wood

(Clare Valley, SA)
(Clare Valley, SA)

101
139

The McRae Wood Shiraz is made from grapes declassified from The Armagh and blended with fruit from special parcels from the family’s other
Clare Valley vineyards. Rich and intense and yet elegant throughout.

2006 Kilikanoon – Oracle
2009 Kilikanoon – Oracle
Powerful, rich, concentrated blackberry, earthy fruit, ripe tannins

2002 Kilikanoon – Oracle

6000ml

(Clare Valley, SA)
(Clare Valley, SA)

189
155

(Clare Valley, SA)

135

(Clare Valley, SA)
(Clare Valley, SA)
(Clare Valley, SA)
(Clare Valley, SA)

345
329
314
290

-Wendouree Wines- Clare Valley, South Australia
2002 Wendouree – Shiraz
2004 Wendouree – Shiraz
2006 Wendouree – Shiraz
2009 Wendouree – Shiraz

2011 Wendouree – Shiraz Mataro
(Clare Valley, SA)
217
2010 Wendouree – Shiraz Mataro
(Clare Valley, SA)
240
2009 Wendouree – Shiraz Mataro
(Clare Valley, SA)
210
2008 Wendouree – Shiraz Mataro
(Clare Valley, SA)
199
2002 Wendouree – Shiraz Mataro
(Clare Valley, SA)
250
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2016 The Standish by Standish Wine Co.

(Barossa Valley, SA)

195

Inky black thing this is, almost impenetrable. Grilled meat, lavender, blueberry and blackberry, dark spices and vanilla. Full bodied, thick with
sheets of dense, compact tannin, almost a slaty feel here, well-bedded acidity, and for all the thunder, there’s something of a petrichor perfume
going on in the mouth, along with scrub herbs. The finish rolls on and on, and is slick with tannin, and fresh ‘minerally’ acidity.
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2012 Greenock Creek – VII Acre

(Barossa Valley, SA)

139

Nose is all about black fruits, olive and cured meat, the palate has a mineral core and capsicum and bitter chocolate.

2016 Greenock Creek – Alices

(Barossa Valley, SA)

93

Outstanding super saturated inky black purple colour. Good lift with perfumed scents of liquorice allsorts, aniseed and dark plum followed by
some smoky vanillin oak

NV Sami Odi – Little Wine no. 7

(Barossa Valley, SA)

145

An unvintaged ‘assemblage’ composed of casks from 2017 (43%), 2016 (38%), 2015 (15%) & 2012 (4%). Exclusively sourced from our treasured
plots within the Hoffmann’s ‘Dallwitz’ vineyard from vines planted in 1996, 1995, 1960 & the oldest vines planted prior to 1912.

2012 Henschke – Mt Edelstone

(Eden Valley, SA)

295

Aromas of Satsuma plums, briary mulberry, exotic spices are entwined with Dutch liquorice, black pepper, herbaceous rosemary, sage nuances,
hints of cedar, anise and roast meats.

2018 Wirra Wirra – Woodhenge

(McLaren Vale, SA)

72

Deep crimson with a vibrant purple edge. Blackberry, plum and dark chocolate, spiced with star anise and fresh cedar. Brimming with deep and
juicy blueberry and blackberry fruits. Dense, fleshy fruits are framed beautifully by sandy tannins and rich vanillin oak.

2013 Noon – Reserve

(Langhorne Creek, SA)

150

Boasts great intensity, superb richness, and a glorious perfume of camphor, acacia flowers, blueberries, and blackberry liqueur-WOW!

-Penfold Wines1984 Penfolds – Grange
1992 Penfolds – Grange
2005 Penfolds – Grange
2007 Penfolds – Grange

(Multi Regional, SA)
(Multi Regional, SA)
(Multi Regional, SA)
(Multi Regional, SA)

1240
1200
1050
925

Liquorice dominates the palate and there is also a flavour reminiscent of chocolate-coated Turkish delight.. Ripe, silky tannins combine with
chocolaty cedar, spicy black pepper, ripe fruits of citrus, plum, and blueberry, with liquorice savouriness and creamy flavours lingering. What a
treat!

2013 Penfolds – St. Henri

(Multi Regional, SA)

185

Scents of Provencal herbs, bay leaves, blackberries, black currants, new saddle leather, and loads of meaty characteristics. Rich, texturally
opulent and soft

2009 Penfolds – Bin 150

(Barossa Valley, SA)

129

Wafts of chinotto, coal dust/soot and peat overlaying tea-smoked/cured meats. Roasted, nutty oak (almond) not to be overlooked.
Unashamedly Barossa, full-bodied palate. Darker fruits - blackberry et al. incorporated into a panaforte/soaked Xmas pudding-mix. Flashes of
fennel, star anise, coffee-bean and svelte precision-fitted oak. Texturally, a sweet and generous mid-palate replete with prominent, firm
mouthfilling tannins
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SHIRAZ, SYRAH AND BLENDS -Rockford Wines, Barossa Valley
-Rockford WinesWhilst many Barossa producers were chasing the palate of one VERY influential wine critic, Robert
O’Callaghan decided that Barossa Shiraz was special and it didn’t require nor need to be influenced by the
preferences of this particular critic. He stayed true to what he (and I) believe is a sophisticated, refined and
exquisite style of Barossa shiraz that can only come from such a custodian.
We are delighted to offer the following vintages of Rockford Basket Press and the SVS from this iconic
Barossa producer:
1991 Rockford – Basket Press
1992 Rockford – Basket Press
1998 Rockford – Basket Press
2000 Rockford – Basket Press
2002 Rockford – Basket Press
2004 Rockford – Basket Press
2005 Rockford – Basket Press
2006 Rockford – Basket Press
2007 Rockford – Basket Press
2008 Rockford – Basket Press
2009 Rockford – Basket Press
2010 Rockford – Basket Press
2011 Rockford – Basket Press
2014 Rockford – Basket Press
2016 Rockford – Basket Press

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

550
575
525
375
325
295
275
290
290
265
265
279
195
235
195

2008 Rockford – SVS Moorooroo

(Barossa Valley, SA)

450

1996 Rockford – SVS Flaxman Valley
1998 Rockford – SVS Flaxman Valley
1999 Rockford – SVS Flaxman Valley
2004 Rockford – SVS Flaxman Valley
2005 Rockford – SVS Flaxman Valley
2006 Rockford – SVS Flaxman Valley

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

450
415
400
300
295
310

1997 Rockford – SVS Hoffmann
1998 Rockford – SVS Hoffmann
1999 Rockford – SVS Hoffmann
2000 Rockford – SVS Hoffmann
2005 Rockford – SVS Hoffmann
2006 Rockford – SVS Hoffmann

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

395
400
345
380
295
310

2006 Rockford – SVS Pressings
2006 Rockford – SVS Pressings
2006 Rockford – SVS Pressings

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

400
390
300

(Barossa Valley, SA)

550

2010 Rockford Basket Press Shiraz

1500ml
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SHIRAZ, SYRAH AND BLENDS – International
2014 Dom des Chirats – Rockpile

(Sonoma Coast, USA)

120

Dark in red hues, on the edge and purple deep centre with Herbs de Provence, sweet black and red fruits with liquid minerality

2015 Dm. Jamet

Cote-Rotie

(Northern Rhone, SA)

Cote Rotie

(Northern Rhone, France)

650

Superb nose with very ripe, complex blackberries, as well as a wealth of black pepper, dark chocolate, graphite and bold array of spices. A
blend of 15 parcels with 100% whole-cluster fermentation.

2013 Rene Rostaing – Ampodium

300

Sweet blackberry, wild herbs, pepper, spice and olive aromas and flavors. Full-bodied, beautifully textured and with impressive concentration.

2016 Alain Verset

Cornas

(Northern Rhone, France)

Cornas

(Northern Rhone, France)

195

Brilliant violet. A complex bouquet evokes ripe black and blue fruits and floral pastilles, along with licorice, cracked pepper and olive accents,
offering intense boysenberry, bitter cherry and spice cake flavours supported by a spine of zesty acidity.

2013 Auguste Clape

265

Amazingly intense. Nose of sweet ink, stone, 'mud', prune, and dark berry. Huge palate at the same time sweet and burnt fruit. Lots of extract.
Like drinking dark fruit juice. Huge but interesting.

2018 Dm. Marc Sorrel

Crozes-Hermitage

(Northern Rhone, SA)

Crozes-Hermitage

(Northern Rhone, SA)

195

It was fermented as whole clusters, and so while there is a slight stemmy component, there is plenty of black cherries and raspberries for
balance.

2017 J.L. Chave – Silene

99

Ripe fruit, balanced out by backbone and structure, lots of plum, black pepper and warm spices. Great introduction into Northern Rhone Syrah.

2010 Guigal

Hermitage

(Northern Rhone, France)

169

Aroma of bacon, herb, violet and liquorice. Silky tannins. Savoury palate with black pepper and herbs- an absolute steal for hermitage!

2018 Dm. Gramenon – L’Emouvante

(Southern Rhone, SA)

159

All natural and biodynamic principle, Michelle is using ambient yeasts with a 60 days maceration, to create a modern style of Syrah.

2000 Jean Louis Chave

Hermitage

(Northern Rhone, France)

950

More forward, open and textured, the 2000 Hermitage is an almost promiscuous effort that's just hard to resist. According to Jean-Louis, this
wine has never shut down and has always delivered plenty of pleasure. It has classic cassis and blackberry fruit, bacon fat, violets and herbs to
go with a full-bodied, layered and seamless, if not voluptuous style on the palate.
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON- Australia
2004 Crawford River

(Henty, VIC)

139

Red & black fruits, cedar wood and bay leaf are the predominant characters of this soft, complex wine. Still fresh and bright, with blackberry
and black olive evident throughout the palate along with hints of liquorice. Integrated acidity aids the well-balanced structure and together
with fine grained tannins results in excellent persistence.

2016 Rockford – Rifle Range
2012 Rockford – Rifle Range
2008 Rockford – Rifle Range
2006 Rockford – Rifle Range

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

120
140
175
199

1998 Rockford

(Barossa Valley, SA)

250

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

199
210
288
270
290

(Multi Regional, SA)

690

2012 Rockford – Home Block
2010 Rockford – Home Block
2000 Rockford – Home Block
1999 Rockford – Home Block
1998 Rockford – Home Block

1500ml
1500ml
1500ml
1500ml
1500ml

1998 Penfolds – 707

This is an opaque red/black colour and has a beguiling nose of rich fruit (blackcurrant and berry fruits), chocolate, coffee and sweet, spicy
American oak. Superbly rich...

1996 Penfolds – Kalimna Block 42

(Barossa Valley, SA)

1150

Exceptional vintage conditions in the Barossa Valley in 1996 presented Penfolds winemakers with the opportunity to make this one-off, special
bin wine in the tradition of the legendary Bin 60A, Bin 7 and Bin 90A. Penfolds Kalimna Block 42 was made from a single block - Block 42 - of the
renowned Penfolds Kalimna vineyard, the oldest Cabernet Sauvignon vineyard in Australia. The wine was made from the same 110-year-old
patch of vines from which came Max Schubert's 1953 Grange Cabernet. Penfolds Block 42 is a captivating example of a single block of highquality Kalimna Cabernet Sauvignon, featuring concentrated varietal flavours, complexity of balanced oak and a fine tannin finish.

2010 Wendouree
2009 Wendouree

(Clare Valley, SA)
(Clare Valley, SA)

275
235

This is a very muscular cellaring style with dark chocolate mint fruit characters and fine sinewy tannins- 10 years on, you be the judge!

2017 Yalumba – Cigar

(Coonawarra, SA)

67

Lifted aromatics of spicy ripe blackcurrants alongside some choc mint and liquorice notes flavours of blackcurrant, dark chocolate and liquorice
followed by a touch of mint

2015 Noon – Reserve

(Langhorne Creek, SA)

145

Blackcurrant, tobacco, chocolate powder, warm spices, sweet juicy raisins. Fine, soft tannin. Momentum of warm fruit rushes out through the
finish
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CABERNET, MERLOT AND BLENDS- Australia
2010 Mount Mary – Quintet
2008 Mount Mary – Quintet
2006 Mount Mary – Quintet
2005 Mount Mary – Quintet
2004 Mount Mary – Quintet

CS|MER|CF|MAL|PV
CS|MER|CF|MAL|PV
CS|MER|CF|MAL|PV
CS|MER|CF|MAL|PV
CS|MER|CF|MAL|PV

(Yarra Valley, VIC)
(Yarra Valley, VIC)
(Yarra Valley, VIC)
(Yarra Valley, VIC)
(Yarra Valley, VIC)

250
285
272
284
290

2013 Yarra Yering – Dry Red No. 1
2012 Yarra Yering – Dry Red No. 1
2009 Yarra Yering – Dry Red No. 1

CS|MER| MAL|PV
CS|MER| MAL|PV
CS|MER| MAL|PV

(Yarra Valley, VIC)
(Yarra Valley, VIC)
(Yarra Valley, VIC)

189
174
220

2008 Domaine A

CS|MER|CF|PV

(Coal River, TAS)

189

Deep Ruby colour. Aromatics of cherry blossom, blackberry and clove woven with whispers of cedar. A complex wine driven by terroir and a
vintage of tremendous quality. Ripe dark cherry and cassis characters with seamless elegance, fine tannic structure and perfect natural balance.

2016 Rockford – Rod Spur
2006 Rockford – Rod Spur
2004 Rockford – Rod Spur
2001 Rockford – Rod Spur

CS|SHZ
CS|SHZ
CS|SHZ
CS|SHZ

(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)
(Barossa Valley, SA)

79
125
118
130

2010 Penfolds Bin 389

CS|SHZ

(Multi Regional, SA)

175

Raspberry, dark stone fruit, oak on the nose. Raspberry, blackberry and some tar and black pepper after...

2010 Wendouree

CS|MAL

(Clare Valley, SA)

199

2008 Parker First Growth

CS|PV|MER

(Coonawarra, SA)

169

Essence-like cassis fruit ahead of mint, dried leaves and some plum fruits too-The palate is beautifully concentrated and shows terrific power,
real intensity here, yet elegance

2012 Primo Estate – Joseph Moda

(McLaren Vale, SA)

CS|MER

140

The fruit is concentrated so that it loses around 15% of its weight-inspired by the Italian Amarone technique creates an opulent, brooding wine.
Plum and spice intermingle with forest berry fruits, lurking below are deep currents of raisins and cigar-box.

2009 Cullen – Diane Madeline

CS|CF|MER|MAL

(Margaret River, WA)

240

Dense, mulberry red Bouquet: concentrated fresh rich cherry and plum flavours- perfect balance by the excellent tannins. Great structure,
length and persistence

2007 Cullen – Diane Madeline

CS|CF|MER|MAL 1500ml

(Margaret River, WA)

420

Black fruits of the forest, cherry clafouti and hints of cocoa- dark cherries mingle on the palate with rich dark chocolate and hints of mint , soft,
velvety finish

2014 Moss Wood

(Margaret River, WA)

CS|CF|PV

265

Massive palate of dark fruit, cassis and tannins, densely fruited and fine tannins with violet and herbal character, cedar complexity. Excellent
cabernet not to be missed

2013 Vasse Felix – Tom Cullity

(Margaret River, WA)

CS|MAL|PV

350

A remarkable, refined Cabernet Blend with sublime tannin and mouthfeel. Cherry, cassis, cedar and touch of bitter chocolate. Juicy, while find
and dry.

2010 Voyager Estate

(Margaret River, WA)

CS|MER

99

Displays sweet dark and red berry fruit with earthy gravelly notes- graphite and bayleaf , The wine is rich and complex with great length and
balance
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CABERNET, MERLOT AND BLENDS- Italy and France
2016 Andree Carbone

(Loire, France)

CF

99

This is where Cabernet Franc is at it's most attractive; fruity, aristocratic and aromatic on the nose and juicy, complex and refreshing in the
mouth.

2015 San Guido – Sassicaia

(Tuscany, Italy)

CS|CF

650

One of the greatest Bordeaux-blends made outside of Bordeaux. In our opinion, it should be on every bucket-list for serious wine drinkers.

CABERNET, MERLOT AND BLENDS - Bordeaux

This region is undoubtedly the World’s most famous and the French love it, albeit not many get to drink it.
The 1855 Medoc Classification which highlights the 1st -5th growths still stands 160 years later. The wines
across this region are predominately Cabernet and Merlot based. When they are within the optimal drinking
window they are ridiculously deep and stimulating. Always best to explore these wines with some
entertaining people as you will need the time..…
Left Bank
2010 Chateau Bernadotte

(Haut Medoc)

99

2009 Chateau Calon Segur

3rd Growth

(St. Estephe)

285

2003 Chateau Lafite Rothschild

1st Growth

(Pauillac)

2200

2003 Chateau Mouton-Rothschild

1st Growth

(Pauillac)

2200

2003 Chateau Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande

2nd Growth

(Pauillac)

345

2010 Chateau Haut-Bages-Liberal

5th Growth

(Pauillac)

180

2009 Chateau Lynch-Bages

5th Growth

(Pauillac)

630

2001 Chateau Pontet-Canet

5th Growth

(Pauillac)

390

2001 Chateau Leoville Las Cases

2nd Growth

(St. Julien)

630

2000 Chateau Leoville Poyferre

2nd Growth

(St. Julien)

510

2001 Chateau Ducru Beaucaillou

2nd Growth

(St. Julien)

400

2005 Chateau Langoa Barton

3rd Growth

(St. Julien)

365

2005 Chateau Lagrange

3rd Growth

(St. Julien)

345

1999 Chateau Margaux

1st Growth

(Margaux)

1125

(St Emilion)

525

(St Emilion)

105

(Pomerol
(Pomerol)
(Pomerol)

330
299
245

Right Bank
2007 Chateau Pavie
2015 Chateau Cantenac

1er Grand Cru Classe A
Grand Cru Classe

2010 Chateau Certan de May
2008 Chateau Certan de May
2003 Chateau Certan de May
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DESSERT WINES

2012 Rockford – Mayflower

Cane Cut Semillon

(Barossa Valley,SA)

(75ml) 14

(375ml) 64

2017 Royal Tokaji

Late Harvest Furmint

(Hungary)

(75ml) 14

(500ml) 68

2017 Domaine Pigeade

Muscat Beaumes Venise

(75ml) 12

(750ml) 99

(Rhone)

2015 Château La Tour Blanche

1st Growth

(Sauternes, France)

(375ml) 120

2003 Chateau Suduiraut

1st Growth

(Sauternes, France)

(375ml) 149

2010 Chateau Rieussec

1st Growth

(Sauternes, France)

(375ml) 165

2009 Chateau d Yquem
1998 Chateau d Yquem

1st Growth Superior
1st Growth Superior

(Sauternes, France)
(Sauternes, France)

(375ml) 595
(375ml) 475

2018 Alasia Moscato di Asti

(Asti, Italy)

(750ml) 49

FORTIFIED
NV Rockford – Marion Tawny

(Barossa Valley,SA)

(60ml)

10

2012 Rockford –VP Shiraz
1996 Rockford –VP Shiraz

(Barossa Valley,SA)
(Barossa Valley,SA)

(60ml)
(60ml)

18
37

1980 Warre’s – Vintage

(Douro, Portugal)

(60ml)

40

NV Emilio Lustau – Pedro Ximenez

(Jerez, Spain)

(60ml)

12
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WATER, SOFT DRINKS AND TONICS
Antipodes Mineral Water 1L – STILL or SPARKLING

10.5

Strangelove Tonics 180ml:
no. 8 Tonic
Dirty Tonic
Salted Grapefruit
Hot Ginger Beer
Coastal Tonic

6
6
6
6
6

Strangelove Sodas 300ml:
Holy Grapefruit
Smoked Cola
Lemon Squash
Very Mandarin

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

BEER
Long Point

Ginger Beer

3.5 %

(Lake Cathie, NSW)

12

Coopers – Light

Lager

2.9%

(Adelaide, SA)

7

Wicked Elf – Easy Bastard

Mid Strength IPA

4%

(Port Macquarie)

8

Wicked Elf – Watermelon Sour

Berliner Weisse

4.3%

(Port Macquarie)

11

Wicked Elf – Endless Summer

Kolsch

4.7%

(Port Macquarie)

10

Wicked Elf

Pilsner

4.8%

(Port Macquarie)

10

James Boag’s

Lager

4.6%

(Launceston, TAS)

9

Peroni – Nastro Azzuro

Lager

5.1%

(Italy)

9

Sapporo

Lager

5%

(Japan)

9

Corona

Pale Lager

4.5%

(Mexico)

9

Lord Nelson – Three Sheets

Pale Ale

4.9%

(Sydney, NSW)

10

Wicked Elf – Fastidious Bastard

Indian Pale Ale

6.8%

(Port Macquarie)

12

Wicked Elf

Porter

6.2%

(Port Macquarie)

12
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COCKTAILS

light & elegant
Aperol Spritz

jansz, aperol, soda & fresh orange

15

Amaretto Sour

disaronno amaretto liqueur, fresh lime & egg white

20

PA Southside

dobson’s sweet pea gin, fresh lime & fresh mint

20

French Martini

tito’s vodka, chambord liqueur, fresh lime & pineapple juice

20

just classy
dry, wet or dirty with twist or olives

22

Dobson’s Gin Martini dry, wet or dirty with twist or olives

22

Tito’s Vodka Martini

Jack Sour

jack daniel’s whiskey, fresh lime & egg white

21

Mullet Negroni

poli Marconi 46 gin, contratto vermouth rosso & campari

20

Lime Margarita

jose cuervo reposado tequila, cointreau, fresh lime & salt rimmed glass

20
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GIN
Dobson’s Distillery

(Kentucky, NSW)

Dobson's is one of only a handful of Gin makers in the world to employ the rarest of specialist Gin stills... The Carter head still. There are
believed to be less than six working Carter Heads in the world, Thankfully one of them is here. The Carter head is unique in the way it extracts
the Botanicals which make up the molecular soup that is Gin. Feel free to explore the following from this amazing producer!

Dobson’s – London Dry
Dobson’s – Sumac
Dobson’s – Saffron
Dobson’s – Sweet Pea

10
12
12
12

(Yarra Valley, VIC)

Four Pillars

The Four Pillars consist of the STILL, WATER, BOTANICALS and LOVE A magnificent copper pot STILL, made by CARL in Germany. WATERfrom the Yarra Valley. BOTANICALS- mostly from native Australia, however some sourced from around the world. LOVE a commitment to craft
and attention to detail every step of the way

Four Pillars – Rare Dry Gin
Four Pillars – Olive Leaf
Four Pillars – Bloody Shiraz
Animus – Ambrosian

12
12
13

(Kyneton, VIC)

14

Utilising the bold flavours of mandarin, kaffir lime and white sesame, along with fresh turmeric, galangal and ginger, Animus Ambrosian is a bold
reinterpretation of gin rich with both Australian and South East Asian influences.

Spring Bay

(Spring Beach, TAS)

12

Spring Bay Gin uses only the finest global botanicals with a local twist and our pure rainwater which is both soft and sweet. The end product is a
gin that is happy to be part of a cocktail or a classic G&T whilst exhibiting the complexity to be enjoyed neat or over ice.

Dasher and Fisher – Ocean”

(Devonport, TAS)

12

12 botanicals that uncover an abundance of wakame seaweed from the chilly Tasman Sea. Complex + layered, it has aromas of seaweed, ocean
spray, and fresh rose petal with nori, jasmine and roast peanut flavours. So clean it can be served on its own, a dry Martini or garnish your soda
with a slice of fresh radish.

Hartshorn – Sheep Whey

(Devonport, TAS)

14

This is the world’s first sheep whey Gin. Besides the juniper, they used 6 native Australian botanicals, with3 of them never used before in
Australia.

London No. 3

(England)

12

No.3 is the London Dry Gin distilled to a proprietary recipe of Berry Bros. & Rudd- The name No.3 refers to the address in St James’s Street,
London: On the nose there’s an instant and welcome hit of piney juniper with citrus and coriander very evident. In the mouth the juniper
develops into a crispness nicely balanced by a soft spiciness. A classic.”

Martin Millers

(England)

12

Born out of Love, Obsession and some degree of Madness.' Martin Miller and his two friends, David Bromige and Andreas Versteegh, kicked off
the whole gin ‘new wave’ back in 1999 with the launch of Martin Miller’s eponymous gin involving a little Love, Obsession and, it has to be
admitted, more than a Degree of Madness.

Hendricks

(Scotland)

12

Delicate aromas of cucumber, rose, honeyed citrus and floral juniper with a satiny dry-yet-fruity medium-full body with a long, elegant and
smooth finish

Gin Mare

(Spain)

12

Wonderful aromas of spicy orange chai, carrot-zucchini cake, and a pine with a silky, dryish medium body and oily cinnamon, clove, pepper,
honeyed citrus zest, and potpourri finish. Delicious, distinctive, and vibrant.

Poli – Marconi 46

(Italy)

12

Marconi 46 is an Italian gin artisanally distilled and obtained from a unique infusion of juniper berries, muscat grape, mountain pine, cembra
pine, mint, cardamom and coriander. Intense scent of juniper, fresh and balmy with silky touch from the muscat grapes, elegant sensations from
cardamom and coriander

Roku Gin

(Japan)

12

Sakura flower, Sakura leaf, Yuzu peel, Sencha tea (green tea), Gyokuro tea (refined green tea) and Sanshō pepper. Six Japanese botanicals
cultivated overfour seasons, the six Japanese botanicals have been carefully selected to create ROKU
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VODKA
Tito’s

(USA)

11

Tito's Vodka is a small batch, gluten-free vodka made in small-batches in Austin, Texas, by Tito Beveridge. It's distilled six times in a pot still and
filtered to reach the level of quality Tito desires for his spirit

Grey Goose

(France)

11

A clean nose with a slight mix sweetness as well as subtle nut and pepper gently arising. A smooth palate with cracked pepper, liquorice and
butter with a lingering aniseed flavour. Creates a rounded finish.

Zubrowka

(Poland)

11

Lots of light grass aromas on the nose with a slight earthy note coming through near the end creamy flavour of grass and vanilla with a slight
kick of spice. Becomes rather soft at the end.

RUM
Havana Club Anejo Blanco

(Cuba)

10

Light, straw colour that reveals its age: The nose is a full bouquet of smooth aromas, with hints of oak, molasses and sugar cane. The taste is
well-balanced and complex: a sweet, mild, fruity flavour with a light hint of citrus.

Captain Morgan

(Jamaica)

10

Spiced, rich. Molasses and pepper. Full, warming. Stone fruits, dried peels, a hint of aniseed- Aniseed develops into the finish, honey too.

Appleton Estate

12yr

(Jamaica)

12

A dark rum blended from 20 pot and column still rums from Jamaica. This was aged for a minimum of 12 years and it offers lots of dark sugar,
and honey character. Great value for money because whilst it's great in cocktails, it's also very good neat.

Ron Zacapa

23yr

(Guatemala)

15

This is a truly superb Guatemalan rum, blended using the solera system. Sublime stuff. This was matured in a mix of bourbon and sherry casks.
The Beverage Testing Institute awarded this 98 points!

Dictador

12yr

(Colombia)

13

Nose is intense with soft caramel, honey, dry seeds and lightly roasted coffee giving way to medium oak aromas. Soft and round feel in the
mouth with caramel, cocoa, and honey light coffee flavours

Plantation XO 2oth Anniversary

(Barbados)

15

The stunning floral/fruity opening aroma is transcendent, then releases fragrance of vanilla, cocoa and milk chocolate. The delightful mango
notes lend evidence to its advanced age, a result of long maturation in French oak cask.
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WHISKEY
AMERICA
Jack Daniels Tennessee

10

There are hints of dry spice and oily nuts, a touch of smoke. The palate is quite smooth and soft with notes of banana milkshake, a mixed nut
note, a touch of caramel with crème anglaise. The finish is quite sweet with a little cereal sweetness and toasty oak.

Basil Hayden’s

12

When Basil Hayden’s SR began distilling his super smooth Bourbon in 1796, George Washington was President. Try it neat or with one big rock.

Sazerac 6yr Rye

17

The whiskey from New Orleans that started it all back in the 1800’s. Aromas of clove, vanilla, anise and pepper. Subtle notes of candies spices
and citrus. The big finish is smooth with hints of licorice.

Maker’s Mark

10

The nose is quite fruity and rich. There are lovely notes of spiced honey and mixed peels, a little malmsey and a touch of cut fruit with toasty oak
providing a backbone. The palate is rich and full.

Woodford Reserve

12

The nose is quite thick and creamy. There are notes of honey and spice, leather, a touch of cocoa, a little smoke, toasty oak and vanilla cream
with a hint of butterscotch. The palate is thick and full. The finish is long and mature with notes of cereals and toasty oaken spice

Colonel E.H Taylor Small Batch

40

Tastes of caramel corn sweetness, mingled with butterscotch and liquorice. The aftertaste is a soft mouth-feel that turns into subtle spices of
pepper
and tobacco.

CANADA

Crown Royal

10

Canadian whisky benchmark. Rich and robust, with slight hints of vanilla and fruit. Delicately smooth and creamy with hints of oak and the sweet
flavor of vanilla.

Canadian Club

10

Refreshing and smooth, bright gold, fresh and soft, with an almond nuttiness, hint of peppery spice. spicy and zesty, complimented with hints of
rich oak and sweet vanilla, pleasant sweetness

AUSTRALIA
Archie Rose – Rye Malt

(Sydney)

15

A bold whisky, with spices of cinnamon, ginger and cardamom. Won best rye malt whisky in the world in 2020, think spiced custard.
Bottle 1511 out of 1973.

Starward – Wine Cask Edition 1

(Melbourne)

10

Made from a Barossa barrel, gives a more tannic approach. Lots of dark fruits, cinnamon.

Helleyers Road – pinot noir finished

(Tasmania)

15

Fresh fruit on cereal, a touch of vanilla, coconut oil with a hint of spice evident in the background.
Creamy in texture, malty flavours promised by the nose in a most distinguished fashion. A tantalizing twist

Spring Bay – Rheban

(Tasmania)

Baked pear and toffee. Raisins, plum pudding then revealing rich leather and cigar tobacco. Sweet and rounded at the front with a
drying longer warming finish typical of cask strength single malt.

38

24

SCOTLAND
Bruichladdich – The Classic Laddie

(Islay)

15

UNPEATED. Not made after a certain recipe, neither interest of consistency. Year by year, the variety and provenance of the barley shapes the
style.

Lagavulin

16yr

(Islay)

16

Massive Peat and Oak! Very thick and rich. A massive mouthful of malt and sherry with good fruity sweetness

Laphroaig

10yr

(Islay)

13

Really smoky and iodine rich. This has to be one of Scotland's most characterful drams. Laphroaig are known for their medicinal malts, and the
classic 10 year.

Talisker

12yr

(Isle of Skye)

12

Thick, pungent smoke. Notes of kippers, seaweed, apple peels. Fresh and fragrant. Full bodied with huge plumes of smoke
and volcanic, peppery peat. Intense.

Highland – Viking Scars

10yr

(Highland)

14

Subtle sherry influence, ginger and waxy orange peel on the palate. Earthy peat with hint of sweetness.

Macallan – Triple Cask

12yr

(Highland)

15

The nose is quite clean and crisp. There are some gristy cereal notes with rubbed petals and a pastry note. A milky note emerges with a little
marmalade. The palate is quite smooth and of medium-body. Notes of oily nuts and barley with some bourbon notes. The finish is of medium
length with chewy oak.

Oban

14yr

(Highland)

14

More sweet than spicy, and barely smoky at all. This is very well rounded, easy drinking single malt.

Glenlivet – Founder’s Reserve

(Speyside)

10

A more lighter style of whisky, first fill American oak cask, which keeps the balance between elegance and zesty flavors.

JAPAN
Hibiki Harmony

28

Hint of raspberry, honey and sweet maltiness. Strong but subtle, extremely fragrant and sweet, balanced by spicy ginger and oak notes. Lively
and velvet smooth with defined vanilla and honey notes. Cereal sweetness is held in check by more robust oak and rich exotic fruitiness,
particularly raspberry and plum

Hibiki

17yr

100

Exceedingly rare outside of Japan. Sweet and rich aromas of raisins, sultanas and plums. Lots of toffee and butterscotch. Definite honey.
Smooth and such a great nose- a privilege….

Hakushu

12yr

38

Nose of nut oils and zest, a pleasant floral character with a little tropical fruit and a rooty note. The palate is smooth and soft with good
sweetness and winter spice. A lovely citrus note develops with more tropical fruit notes and a little rum. The finish is medium with fruit and zest.

Yamazaki

12yr

35

Yamazaki is Suntory’s flagship single malt distillery and the oldest one in Japan. Floral on the nose, great caramel notes on the palate. Smooth.

39

